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Abstract. In this article we study the Quillen norm on the determinant line bundle associated
with a family of complex curves with cusps, which admit singular fibers.
More precisely, we fix a family of complex curves pi : X → S, which admit at most double-
point singularities. Let (ξ, hξ) be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over X . Let σ1, . . . , σm :
S → X be disjoint holomorphic sections. We denote the divisor DX/S := Im(σ1) + · · ·+ Im(σm),
and endow the relative canonical line bundle ωX/S with a Hermitian norm such that its restriction
at each fiber of pi induces Ka¨hler metric with hyperbolic cusps. This Hermitian norm induces the
Hermitian norm on the twisted relative canonical line bundle ωX/S(D) := ωX/S ⊗ OX(DX/S).
The main object of this paper is the determinant line bundle λ(j∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)). For n ≤ 0,
we endow it with the Quillen norm by using the analytic torsion from the first paper of this series.
Then we study the regularity of this Quillen norm and its asymptotics near the locus of singular
curves. In particular, our study applies to the family of degenerating pointed hyperbolic surfaces.
The singular terms of the asymptotics turn out to be reasonable enough, so that the curvature of
λ(j∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)) is well-defined as a current over S. We derive the explicit formula for this
current, which gives a refinement of Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck theorem at the level of currents.
This generalizes the curvature formulas of Takhtajan-Zograf and Bismut-Bost.
We also explicit some general conditions under which the renormalized Quillen norm becomes
continuous. As a consequence, we get some regularity results on the Weil-Petersson form over the
moduli space of pointed curves. Those regularity results are enough to conclude the well-known
fact, originally due to Wolpert, that the Weil-Petersson volume of the moduli space of pointed
curves is a rational multiple of a power of pi.
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1 Introduction
In this article we study the Quillen norm on the determinant line bundle associated with a family
of complex curves with cusps, which admit singular fibers.
Let X and S be complex manifolds, and let pi : X → S be a proper holomorphic map. The
construction of Grothendick-Knudsen-Mumford [30] (cf. also [10, §3]) associates for every holo-
morphic vector bundle ξ over X the “determinant of the direct image of ξ” - the holomorphic line
bundle over S, which we denote by det(R•pi∗ξ). In the special case when the cohomology groups
H•(pi−1(·), ξ) have constant dimension, they form holomorphic vector bundles, and we have a nat-
ural isomorphism det(R•pi∗ξ) = ⊗i(ΛmaxH i(pi−1(·), ξ))(−1)i . If X and S are quasiprojective and
pi is projective, by a theorem of Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck (cf. [11, §7]), the first Chern class
of det(R•pi∗ξ) is expressed as a push-forward by pi of characteristic classes of ξ and the relative
tangent bundle TX/S.
Assume temporarily that pi is a Ka¨hler fibration, i.e. it is a submersion such that there exists a
closed (1, 1)-form on X such that its restriction to the fibers of pi gives a Ka¨hler form. In this case,
Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ in [10] gave an analytic construction of the line bundle λ(j∗ξ), which they
proved in [10, Theorem 3.14] to coincide with (det(R•pi∗ξ))−1. Now, endow the vector bundles
ξ, TX/S with Hermitian metrics hξ and hTX/S over X . As the dimension of the cohomology of
the fibers might change from point to point, the holomorphic analytic torsion and the L2-metric
of the fibers on the line bundle λ(j∗ξ) are not necessarily continuous. Nevertheless, Bismut-
Gillet-Soule´ in [10, Theorems 1.3, 1.6] showed that the Quillen norm ‖·‖Q on λ(j∗ξ), defined
as a product of the holomorphic analytic torsion and the L2-metric of the fiber, is smooth. When
pi is trivial of relative dimension 1, this metric was previously defined by Quillen in [38]. The
curvature theorem of Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ [10, Theorem 1.9] gives a refinement of Riemann-Roch-
Grothendieck theorem by expressing the curvature of the Chern connection on (λ(j∗ξ),‖·‖2Q) as an
integral over the fibers of pi of Chern forms associated with (ξ, hξ) and (TX/S, hTX/S).
Now, let pi : X → S be a family of complex curves with ordinary singularities. Let σ1, . . . , σm :
S → X be disjoint holomorphic sections of pi, which do not pass through singular points. Let the
norm ‖·‖ωX/S on the canonical line bundle ωX/S (see Section 2.2) over X \ (∪i Im(σi)) be such
that its restriction over each nonsingular fiber Xt := pi−1(t), t ∈ S \ |∆| of pi induces the Ka¨hler
metric with cusps at σ1(t), . . . , σm(t) (see Definition 2.5). The goal of this article is to study the
associated Quillen norm, constructed using the analytic torsion, defined in the first article of this
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series [18], and deduce the corresponding curvature formula.
More precisely, let’s denote by‖·‖WX/S the Wolpert norm induced by‖·‖ωX/S (see Definition 2.7)
on the line bundle ⊗iσ∗i (ωX/S). We denote by DX/S the divisor on X given by
DX/S := Im(σ1) + · · ·+ Im(σm). (1.1)
By |∆| ⊂ S, we denote the locus of singular fibers, and by ΣX/S ⊂ X the submanifold of singular
points of the fibers (see Corollary 2.3).
Construction 1.1. For a complex manifold Y and a divisor D0 ⊂ Y , let‖·‖divD0 be the singular norm
on OY (D0), defined by
‖sD0‖divD0 (x) = 1, (1.2)
where sD0 , div(sD0) = D0, is the canonical section of the divisor D0, and x ∈ Y \ |D0|.
We endow the twisted canonical line bundle
ωX/S(D) := ωX/S ⊗ OX(DX/S) (1.3)
with the canonical Hermitian norm ‖·‖X/S over pi−1(S \ |∆|)\ |DX/S|, induced by‖·‖ωX/S ,‖·‖divDX/S .
Let ξ be a holomorphic line bundle over X , and let hξ be a Hermitian metric over pi−1(S \ |∆|).
For n ≤ 0, we endow the line bundle det(R•pi∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n))−1 with the Quillen norm
‖·‖Q (gTXt , hξ ⊗ ‖·‖2nX/S), (1.4)
over S \ |∆|, t ∈ S \ |∆|, defined as the product of the L2-norm and the analytic torsion of the
fiber (see Definition 2.9). Now, we denote the norm
‖·‖Ln := (‖·‖Q (gTXt , hξ ⊗ ‖·‖2nX/S))12 ⊗ (‖·‖WX/S )−rk(ξ) ⊗ (‖·‖div∆ )rk(ξ) (1.5)
on the line bundle
Ln := det
(
R•pi∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)
)−12 ⊗ (⊗i σ∗i ωX/S)−rk(ξ) ⊗ OS(∆)rk(ξ). (1.6)
Our first goal is to study - under various assumptions on the data - the regularity of ‖·‖Ln over
S \ |∆| and its singularities near ∆. We show that the singularities of‖·‖Ln are reasonable enough
to define the first Chern form of (Ln, (‖·‖Ln)2) as a current over S. Then we compute this current
explicitly, which gives us a refinement of Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck theorem on the level of
currents. In particular, when pi : X → S is a family of hyperbolic surfaces without singular fibers
and (ξ, hξ) is trivial, we get Takhatajan-Zograf formula [41, Theorem 1]; when the metrics hξ,
‖·‖X/S are smooth, i.e. there are no cusps and no degeneration of the metric near singular fibers,
we get a formula of Bismut-Bost [7, The´ore`me 2.2].
Now let’s state precisely the different assumptions on the data, which we consider in this article.
Assumption S1. The Hermitian metric hξ extends smoothly over X; the Hermitian norm
‖·‖X/S extends smoothly over X \ |DX/S| and it is pre-log-log of infinite order, with singularities
along DX/S (cf. Definition 2.15).
Assumption S2. We suppose that ∆ has normal crossings. The Hermitian metric hξ is pre-log-
log with singularities along pi−1(∆) (cf. Definition 2.15); the Hermitian norm‖·‖X/S is pre-log-log
with singularities along pi−1(∆) ∪DX/S .
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Assumption S3. We suppose that ∆ has normal crossings. The Hermitian metric hξ extends
smoothly over X; the Hermitian norm‖·‖X/S is continuous over X \ (ΣX/S ∪ |DX/S|), has log-
log growth with singularities along ΣX/S ∪ |DX/S| (cf. Definitions 2.14), is good in the sense of
Mumford on X \ |DX/S| with singularities along pi−1(∆) (cf. Definition 2.15), and the coupling of
c1(ωX/S(D),‖·‖2X/S) with two smooth vertical vector fields overX \(ΣX/S∪|DX/S|) is continuous
over X \ (ΣX/S ∪ |DX/S|) and has log-log growth with singularities along |DX/S| (cf. Definition
2.12b)).
Remark 1.2. If ∆ has normal crossings, then, trivially, S1 implies both S2 and S3.
Let’s motivate those assumptions. Assumption S1 is more of a laboratory example to show the
strongest regularity result for‖·‖Ln we could achieve. Also it generalizes to the non-compact case
the hypothesises from Bismut-Bost [7] (cf. Bismut [6]). Assumption S2 and S3 are interesting
because the main example of degenerating hyperbolic surfaces (see Construction 5.2) satisfies
them (see Proposition 5.6). Assumption S2 is well-adapted to the curvature theorem, Theorem D,
and Assumption S3 - to the continuity theorem, Theorem C.
Now let’s argue why instead of more well-known notion of good vector bundles due to Mum-
ford [37] (see Definition 2.15), we use the notion of pre-log-log vector bundles due to Burgos
Gil-Kramer-Ku¨hn [12] (see Definition 2.15). By Proposition 5.6, for our main example of hy-
perbolic surfaces from Construction 5.2, the metric ‖·‖hypX/S is good. This is stronger than being
pre-log-log (see for example [12, Lemma 4.26]). By [12, §4.5], and it follows easily from for-
mulas for degree 0 Bott-Chern forms, the Bott-Chern form associated with good metrics is not
necessarily of Poincare´ growth (see Definition 2.12d)). Nevertheless, as it was proved by Burgos
Gil-Kramer-Ku¨hn [12, Theorem 4.55] (cf. Theorem 2.19) in its equivalence class one can choose a
representative which is pre-log-log. Now, the Bott-Chern forms enter naturally in the anomaly for-
mula and the definition of Deligne norms [14, (6.3.1)]. Thus, Deligne norm associated with good
Hermitian vector bundles is not good in general. Pre-log-log condition is a natural condition to
form a class of metrics, such that the associated Deligne norms (see Freixas [21, Theorem 5.1.3])
and renormalized Quillen norms (see Theorem C2) almost1 stay in this class. This will be used
extensively in our forthcoming paper [20] on Deligne-Mumford isometry.
Definition 1.3. Let Y be a complex manifold and let D0 be a divisor in Y .
a) Suppose D0 has normal crossings and the function f : Y \ |D0| → R is continuous and has
log-log growth along D0 (see Definition 2.12a)). We denote by [f ]L1 the current over Y , given by
the L1-extension of f over Y . We say that f is nice with singularities along D0 if the currents
∂[f ]L1 , ∂[f ]L1 , ∂∂[f ]L1 are defined by the integration against continuous forms over Y \ |D0|,
which have log-log growth along D0 (see Definition 2.12b)).
b) Let x ∈ D0 and let U ⊂ Y , x ∈ U be an open subset. Let h1, . . . , hk, k ∈ N be local
holomorphic functions such that dhi(x) 6= 0, i = 1, . . . , k and n1, . . . , nk ∈ N are such that D0 is
defined over U by {hn11 hn22 · · ·hnkk = 0}. We say that a smooth function f : Y \ |D0| → R is very
nice with singularities along D0 if for any x ∈ D0 there are smooth functions f0, . . . , fk : U → C:
f = f0 +
k∑
1
fi|hi|2 ln |hi|. (1.7)
1 As we say in Theorem C2, the renormalized Quillen norm associated with a pre-log-log Hermitian vector bundle
is nice in the sense of Definition 1.3. The notion of niceness is slightly less stronger than the notion of pre-log-log
Hermitian vector bundle. Hovewer, as it follows from elliptic regularity (see also the proof of Corollary 1.9), a nice
vector bundle is pre-log-log if and only if its curvature is smooth over S \ |∆|.
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c) Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over Y , and let hL be a continuous Hermitian metric on
L over Y \ |D0|. For x ∈ Y , fix a local holomorphic frame υ of L in a neighbourhood U of x. We
say that hL is very nice (resp. nice) with singularities along D0 if for any x and υ, the function
lnhL(υ, υ) is very nice (resp. nice) with singularities along D0.
Remark 1.4. a) Trivially, for D0 with normal crossings, every very nice Hermitian metric with
singularities along D0 is nice Hermitian metric with singularities along D0.
b) For a Hermitian metric hL, which is either nice or very nice, we define the first Chern class
as a current over Y by
c1(L, h
L) :=
∂∂[lnhL(υ, υ)]L1
2pi
√−1 . (1.8)
Our first result describes the singularities of the norm (1.4) near |∆|.
Theorem C (Continuity theorem). We consider the line bundleLn, and the norm‖·‖Ln over it.
1) Under Assumption S1, this norm is very nice with singularities along ∆.
2) Under Assumption S2, this norm is nice with singularities along ∆.
3) Under Assumption S3, this norm is continuous over S.
Remark 1.5. a) When m = 0, Theorem C1 gives the result of Bismut-Bost [7, The´ore`me 2.2].
However, we note that the proof presented here relies on [7, The´ore`me 2.2]. In [20], we give
another proof of Theorem C, which relies on the extension of Deligne-Mumford isomorphism
and regularity results for Deligne metrics. This would give us, in particular, an alternative proof
of [7, The´ore`me 2.2].
b) In the forthcoming paper [19], under Assumption S3, we exhibit the relation between the
restriction ofLn over the singular fibers and the Quillen norm of the normalisation of the singular
fibers.
Theorem C also gives us a possibility to deduce the characterization through the Quillen metric
of Grothendick-Knudsen-Mumford determinant line bundle det(R•pi∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n))−1 as an
extension of Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ determinant line bundle λ(j∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)).
Corollary 1.6. Suppose Assumption S2 (resp. S3) hold. Then the line bundle Ln over S, is the
only extension of the line bundle
λ
(
j∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)
)12 ⊗ (⊗i σ∗i ωX/S)−rk(ξ) ⊗ OS(∆)rk(ξ), (1.9)
over S \ |∆|, for which the norm ‖·‖Ln over S \ |∆| is nice with singularities along ∆ (resp.
continuous over S).
We recall that the Chern and Todd forms of the Hermitian vector bundle (ξ, hξ) are defined as
ch(ξ, hξ) = rk(ξ) + c1(ξ, h
ξ) + 1
2
c1(ξ, h
ξ)2 − c2(ξ, hξ) + · · · ,
Td(ξ, hξ) = rk(ξ) + 1
2
c1(ξ, h
ξ) + 1
12
(
c1(ξ, h
ξ)2 + c2(ξ, h
ξ)
)
+ · · · , (1.10)
where the dots mean higher degree terms.
Theorem D (Curvature theorem). Under Assumption S1 (resp. S2), the current
pi∗
[
Td(ωX/S(D)
−1,‖·‖−2X/S)ch(ξ, hξ)ch(ωX/S(D)n,‖·‖2nX/S)
][4]
(1.11)
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is L1loc(S) (resp. has log-log growth along ∆ in the sense of Definition 2.12b), so in particular, it is
also L1loc(S)). We denote by the same symbol the trivial L
1-extension of this current over S. This
extension is closed. We do the same for the currents σ∗i c1(ξ, h
ξ), i = 1, . . . ,m. Then
c1
(
Ln, (‖·‖Ln)2
)
= −12pi∗
[
Td
(
ωX/S(D)
−1,‖·‖−2X/S
)
ch
(
ξ, hξ
)
ch
(
ωX/S(D)
n,‖·‖2nX/S
)][4]
− 6
∑
σ∗i c1(ξ, h
ξ). (1.12)
Remark 1.7. a) Assume S1 holds and m = 0, then Theorem D is exactly the curvature formula of
Bismut-Bost [7, The´ore`me 2.1]. We note, however, that the proof of Theorem D in this case relies
on [7, The´ore`me 2.1].
b) Assume S2 holds, then our proof relies on the curvature theorem of Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ [10,
Theorem 1.9], on the proof of Theorem C and on the potential theory of log-log currents, which
we develop in Section 4.1. In [20], we give an alternative proof, which uses the extension of
Deligne-Mumford isomorphism.
For a complete proof of the following two corollaries, see Section 4.
Corollary 1.8. Assume S2 and S3 hold. Then the trivial L1-extension of the current (1.11) from
Theorem D has a local continuous potential over S, which can be written explicitly through a
product of the ‖·‖Ln-norm of a holomorphic frame of Ln and the restriction of hξ-norm of a
holomorphic frame of ξ over the images of σ1, . . . , σm.
Corollary 1.9. Assume S2 holds, and assume that the current (1.11) is smooth over S. Then the
Hermitian norm‖·‖Ln on the line bundleLn is smooth over S.
Remark 1.10. Quite easily, if hξ and ‖·‖X/S satisfy S1, and the forms c1(ξ, hξ), c2(ξ, hξ),
c1(ωX/S(D),‖·‖X/S) vanish in the neighbourhood of ΣX/S , then since pi|X\ΣX/S is a submersion,
the current (1.11) is smooth over S, so the hypothesises of Corollary 1.9a) are satisfied.
Now let’s describe some of the applications of those results to the moduli space Mg,m of m-
pointed stable curves of genus g, 2g − 2 + m > 0. We denote by M g,m the Deligne-Mumford
compactification of Mg,m, by ∂Mg,m := M g,m \Mg,m the compactifying divisor, by Cg,m and
C g,m the universal curves overMg,m andM g,m respectively. We denote by Ω : C g,m →M g,m the
universal projection. We denote byDg,m the divisor on C g,m, formed bym fixed points. We denote
by ωg,m the relative canonical line bundle of Ω, by ⊗σ∗i ωg,m the determinant of the restriction of
ωg,m to the divisor Dg,m, and by ωg,m(D) the twisted relative canonical line bundle:
ωg,m(D) := ωg,m ⊗ OC g,m(Dg,m). (1.13)
By the uniformization theorem (cf. [17, Chapter IV], [4, Lemma 6.2], [5]), we endow ωg,m(D)
with the Hermitian norm ‖·‖hypg,m, such that its restriction over each fiber of pi induces by Con-
struction 1.1 the canonical hyperbolic metric of constant scalar curvature −1. This endows the
determinant line bundle λ(j∗(ωg,m(D)n)), n ≤ 0, which is also sometimes called the Hodge line
bundle, with the induced Quillen metric ‖·‖Q,ng,m. Also the line bundle ⊗σ∗i ωg,m is endowed with
the associated Wolpert norm‖·‖Wg,m. We denote by ωWP the Weil-Petersson form over Mg,m (cf.
Section 5.1). The following corollaries will be proved in Section 5.2.
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Corollary 1.11. The norm
‖·‖H,ng,m := (‖·‖Q,ng,m)12 ⊗ (‖·‖Wg,m)−1 ⊗ ‖·‖div∂Mg,m (1.14)
on the line bundle
λH,ng,m := λ(j
∗(ωg,m(D)n))12 ⊗ (⊗σ∗i ωg,m)−1 ⊗ OM g,m(∂Mg,m) (1.15)
is nice with singularities along ∂Mg,m. Moreover, it extends continuously over M g,m and it is
smooth overMg,m.
By Corollary 1.11 and Remark 1.4, we see that the first Chern form of (λH,ng,m, (‖·‖H,ng,m)2) is
well-defined as a current overM g,m. Let’s state the curvature theorem in this context.
Corollary 1.12. The form ωWP has log-log growth along the boundary ∂Mg,m of the moduli space
of curves. We denote by [ωWP ]L1 its L1-extension toM g,m. It is closed and the following identity
holds for currents overM g,m
c1
(
λH,ng,m, (‖·‖H,ng,m)2
)
= −pi−2
(
6n2 − 6n+ 1
)[
ωWP
]
L1
. (1.16)
Remark 1.13. a) By the results of Wolpert [46, Theorem 5], [44, Corollary 5.11], Theorem D
gives the extension of the curvature theorem of Takhatajan-Zograf [41, Theorem 1] fromMg,m to
M g,m. Our methods are very different from the methods of Takhatajan-Zograf, as we don’t use
the variational approach with Beltrami differentials.
b) The fact that the Weil-Petersson form has log-log growth along the boundary ∂Mg,m also
follows from an old result of Masur [34, Theorem 1]. See also the recent article of Melrose-
Zhu [35] for related results.
Let’s state the following corollaries, regarding the Weil-Petersson form.
Corollary 1.14. The Weil-Petersson form ωWP has a local continuous potential.
Remark 1.15. Corollary 1.14 was originally proved by Wolpert in [43, §2]. He later used it to give
a complex-analytic proof of the ampleness of Weil-Petersson form. Our method of the proof is
constructive, and doesn’t use ∂∂-lemma, thus, it is very different from the non-constructive proof
in [43, §2].
Corollary 1.16. We can decompose the Weil-Petersson form ωWP as
ωWP = −pi2α + dβ, (1.17)
for some smooth forms α, β over Mg,m. Moreover, there is a smooth Hermitian metric hsm on
λH,0g,m overM g,m such that
α = c1(λ
H,0
g,m, hsm), (1.18)
and β, dβ have log-log growth along ∂M g,m. In particular, we have∫
Mg,m
ω
∧(3g−3+m)
WP = (−pi2)3g−3+m
∫
M g,m
c1(λ
H,0
g,m)
∧(3g−3+m). (1.19)
As a consequence, we see that the left-hand side of (1.19) is a rational multiple of a power of pi.
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Remark 1.17. a) The decomposition (1.17) can be also deduced from studying the singularities of
the Deligne metric on the Deligne-Weil product, as it was done implicitly by Freixas in his PhD
thesis [21, Theorem 5.1.3].
b) The identity (1.19) was originally proved by Wolpert. In [43] he showed that ωWP extends
smoothly to the boundary ∂Mg,m with respect to the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates, and in [42] he
showed that the De Rham cohomology class [pi−2ωWP ]DR of pi−2ωWP lies in H2(M g,m,Q), and
it is equal to c1(λH,0g,m). Since ωWP is originally defined in Bers coordinates, defining the complex
structure onM g,m, our proof of (1.19) is different.
Finally, let’s describe our last application. For this, let’s recall that Deligne in [14, §7] defined
a holomorphic line bundle 〈ωg,m(D), ωg,m(D)〉 overM g,m, which is now called the Deligne-Weil
product. For m = 0, in [14, §8], he endowed it with the Hermitian norm ‖·‖Delg,m, which is now
called the Deligne norm. Later, Freixas in his PhD thesis [21, Theorem 5.1.3] generalized the
construction of this norm for m ∈ N. The natural isomorphism
λH,ng,m →
〈
ωg,m(D), ωg,m(D)
〉−(6n2−6n+1) (1.20)
was constructed by Deligne in [14, The´ore`me 9.9] for m = 0. Then Freixas in [22, Theorem 3.10]
extended it for m ∈ N. Those isomorphisms are canonical and can be characterized uniquely up
to a multiplication by −1 as the morphisms which respect Z-structure of the corresponding line
bundles, see [30], [29], [14], [22].
Corollary 1.18. The isomorphism (1.20) is an isometry up to a constant when the left-hand-side is
endowed with the norm (1.14) and the right-hand side is endowed with the norm induced by‖·‖Delg,m.
Remark 1.19. For m = 0, this was proved by Deligne [14, The´ore`me 11.4] and Gillet-Soule´
in [24, Proposition 1.5.2], [25]. For m ∈ N, n = 0, this was proved by Freixas in [22, Theorem
6.1]. We note that Gillet-Soule´ and Freixas also explicitly computed the constant up to which this
isometry holds. In [20], we extend their result for all families of curves with cusps.
Finally, let’s mention that in the related work of Albin-Rochon [2], authors obtain local family
index formula for the direct image R•pi∗(ωg,m(D)n), which is a holomorphic vector bundle, over
Mg,m. In our situation, the cohomology of the fiber may vary, and similarly to [8], [9], [10], we
work only with the first Chern form.
Now let’s describe the plan of this article. In Section 2, we recall the basic definitions of the
subject, we recall the definition of the Quillen metric, different notions of singularities of vector
bundles and Bott-Chern forms. We also see in Section 2.4 how Corollary 1.6 follows from Theorem
C. In Section 3, we prove an analytic proposition, which studies the singularities of a push-forward
of a differential form in f.s.o. Then we use it to prove Theorem C. In Section 4, we develop
potential theory for currents of log-log growth and then we prove Theorem D and Corollaries 1.8,
1.9. In Section 5, we recall the necessary prerequisites related to the moduli space of pointed stable
curves and prove Corollaries 1.11, 1.12, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18.
Notation. For  > 0, we denote
D() = {z ∈ C : |z| < }, D∗() = {z ∈ C : 0 < |z| < }. (1.21)
For a vector space E, we denote detE := ΛmaxE.
For a holomorphic vector bundle ξ over a complex manifoldX with a Hermitian metric hξ over
X , the pair (ξ, hξ) is called a Hermitian vector bundle over X .
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For a divisor D0 ⊂ Y in a complex manifold Y , we denote by sD0 the canonical holomorphic
section of OY (D0), div(sD0) = D0, and by δD0 the current of integration along D0. For a current
T over Y \D0, which is in L1loc(Y ), we denote by [T ]L1 the L1 extension of T over Y .
Let α = (α1, . . . , αq) ∈ Nq, q ∈ N be a multi-index. We denote by |α| =
∑
αi.
Acknowledgements. This work is a part of our PhD thesis, which was done at Universite´
Paris Diderot. We would like to express our deep gratitude to our PhD advisor Xiaonan Ma for his
teaching, overall guidance, constant support and invaluable comments on the preliminary version
of this article.
2 Families of nodal curves and related notions
In this section we recall the relevant notations. More precisely, in Section 2.1, we recall the notion
of the analytic torsion from the first paper of these series, [18] (for related notions of analytic
torsions, see Lundelius [31], Jorgenson-Lundelius [27], [28]; Albin-Rochon [3], [2]; see also [18,
§2.2] for a brief summary about the connections between those definitions). In Section 2.2, we
recall the definition of holomorphic families of Riemann surfaces with ordinary singularities, we
define the notion of a family of surfaces with cusps and the Wolpert norm on the restriction of
the relative canonical line bundle to the cusps. In Section 2.3, we recall the properties of the
determinant line bundle due to Grothendick-Knudsen-Mumford [30] and Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ [10].
We also recall the definition of the Quillen norm for non-compact surfaces, which was done in [18].
In Section 2.4, we recall several notions of singularities of Hermitian metrics on holomorphic line
bundles. Finally, in Section 2.5, we recall the theory of Bott-Chern currents for singular Hermitian
metrics and prove some useful properties of those currents.
2.1 The analytic torsion
Let M be a compact Riemann surface, and let DM = {PM1 , . . . , PMm } be a finite set of distinct
points in M . Let gTM be a Ka¨hler metric on the punctured Riemann surface M = M \DM .
For  ∈]0, 1[, i = 1, . . . ,m, let zMi : M ⊃ V Mi () → D() = {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ } be a local
holomorphic coordinate around PMi , and
V Mi () := {x ∈M : |zMi (x)| < }. (2.1)
We say that gTM is Poincare´-compatible with coordinates zM1 , . . . , z
M
m if for any i = 1, . . . ,m,
there is  > 0 such that gTM |VMi () is induced by the Hermitain form
√−1dzMi dzMi∣∣zMi ln |zMi |∣∣2 . (2.2)
We say that gTM is a metric with cusps if it is Poincare´-compatible with some holomorphic co-
ordinates of DM . A triple (M,DM , gTM) of a Riemann surface M , a set of punctures DM and a
metric with cusps gTM is called a surface with cusps (cf. [36]).
From now on, we fix a surface with cusps (M,DM , gTM) and a Hermitian vector bundle (ξ, hξ)
over it. We denote by ωM := T ∗(1,0)M the canonical line bundle over M . We denote by‖·‖ωM the
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norm induced on ωM by g
TM over M . Let OM(DM) be the line bundle associated with the divisor
DM . The twisted canonical line bundle is defined as
ωM(D) := ωM ⊗ OM(DM). (2.3)
The metric gTM endows by Construction 1.1 the line bundle ωM(D) with the induced Hermitian
metric‖·‖M over M .
We denote by ξ⊗ωM (D)n the Kodaira Laplacian associated with gTM and (ξ ⊗ ωM(D)n, hξ ⊗
‖·‖2nM ). In this article we only consider the action of ξ⊗ωM (D)
n on the sections of degree 0.
We recall that form = 0, the analytic torsion was defined by Ray-Singer [39] as the regularized
determinant of ξ⊗ωM (D)n . More precisely, let λi, i ∈ N be the non-decreasing sequence of non-
zero eigenvalues of ξ⊗ωM (D)n . Classically, the associated zeta-function
ζM(s) :=
∑
λsi (2.4)
is defined for Re(s) > 1, s ∈ C and it extends meromorphically to the entire s-plane. This
extension is holomorphic at 0, and the analytic torsion is defined by
T (gTM , hξ ⊗‖·‖2nM ) := exp(−ζ ′M(0)). (2.5)
However, for m > 0, the heat operator associated with ξ⊗ωM (D)n is no longer of trace class.
Thus, the definition (2.5) is no longer applicable, but, as it was shown in the previous paper of this
series [18, §2.2], by taking out the diverging part in the definition of the heat trace, we can extend
the definition of zeta-function ζM(s) to define the analytic torsion T (gTM , hξ ⊗‖·‖2nM ) for m ≥ 0
by the same formula (2.5).
2.2 Families of nodal curves
In this section we recall the definition of a holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces with ordinary
singularities (cf. Bismut-Bost [7]) and some of its properties. We introduce its cusped version,
which we call a family of surfaces with cusps, and we also define the Wolpert norm.
Definition 2.1. A holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces with ordinary singularities is a holo-
morphic, proper, surjective map pi : X → S of complex manifolds, such that for every t ∈ S, the
space Xt := pi−1(t) is a complex curve whose singularities are at most ordinary double points. As
a shortcut, we will call pi a f.s.o. (from french “famille a` singularite´s ordinaires”).
Proposition 2.2 ( [7, Proposition 3.1]). Let pi : X → S be a f.s.o. Then for every x ∈ X , there are
local holomorphic coordinates (z0, . . . , zq) of x ∈ X and (w1, . . . , wq) of pi(x) ∈ S, such that pi is
locally defined by one of the following identities
wi = zi, for i = 1, . . . , q, (2.6)
w1 = z0z1; wi = zi, for i = 2, . . . , q. (2.7)
Corollary 2.3 ( [7, §3(a)]). Let pi : X → S be a f.s.o., and let ΣX/S ⊂ X be the locus of double
points of the fibers of pi. Then the following holds
a) ΣX/S is a submanifold of X of codimension 2;
b) the map pi|ΣX/S : ΣX/S → S is a closed immersion;
c) the map pi|X\ΣX/S : X \ ΣX/S → S is a submersion.
In particular, the direct image ∆ = pi∗(ΣX/S) is a divisor in S.
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Notation 2.4. We use the notation ∆, ΣX/S for the divisor and the submanifold from Corrolary 2.3.
For a complex manifold X , we denote by ΩX the sheaf of holomorphic sections of the vector
bundle T ∗(1,0)X , and by ωX the line bundle det(T ∗(1,0)X).
Let’s recall the construction of the relative canonical line bundle ωX/S of a f.s.o. pi : X → S.
Define the sheaf ΩX/S by the exact sequence:
pi∗ΩS → ΩX → ΩX/S → 0. (2.8)
By Corollary 2.3, the exact sequence (2.8) becomes exact to the left when restricted to X \ ΣX/S:
0→ pi∗ΩS|X\ΣX/S → ΩX |X\ΣX/S → ΩX/S|X\ΣX/S → 0. (2.9)
By taking determinants of (2.9), we deduce the isomorphism
ΩX/S|X\ΣX/S = (ωX ⊗ pi∗ω−1S )|X\ΣX/S . (2.10)
We define
ωX/S := ωX ⊗ pi∗ω−1S . (2.11)
Then ωX/S is the unique extension of ΩX/S|X\ΣX/S over X . This line bundle is called the relative
canonical line bundle of pi : X → S.
Let x ∈ ΣX/S . Take local coordinates (z0, . . . , zq) on an open neighbourhood V of x ∈ X and
local coordinates (w1, . . . , wq) of pi(x) ∈ S, as in (2.7). Then the manifold ΣX/S ∩ V is given by
{z0 = 0 and z1 = 0}. (2.12)
Consider the sections dz0/z0 and dz1/z1 of ΩX , defined over the sets {z0 6= 0} and {z1 6= 0}
respectively. The images of dz0/z0 and −dz1/z1 in ωX/S coincide over {z0z1 6= 0}, since
dz0
z0
+
dz1
z1
= pi∗
dw1
w1
. (2.13)
Thus, they define a nowhere vanishing section σ of ωX/S over V \ ΣX/S . Since ΣX/S is of codi-
mension 2, the section σ extends to a nowhere vanishing section over V of the line bundle ωX/S .
Definition 2.5 (Family of surfaces with cusps). A holomorphic family of Riemann surfaces with
ordinary singularities and cusps is a f.s.o. pi : X → S, disjoint sections σ1, . . . , σm : S →
X \ ΣX/S and a Hermitian metric‖·‖ωX/S on ωX/S over pi−1(S \ |∆|) \ (∪i Im(σi)), such that for
any t ∈ S \ |∆|, the restriction of ‖·‖ωX/S over pi−1(t) \ (∪iσi(t)) induces the Ka¨hler metric gTXt
overXt\(∪iσi(t)) such that the associated triple (Xt, {σ1(t), . . . , σm(t)}, gTXt) becomes a surface
with cusps. As a short-cut, we call (pi;σ1, . . . , σm;‖·‖ωX/S) a f.s.c.
Notation 2.6. From now on, we denote byDX/S the divisor onX , given by Im(σ1)+ . . .+Im(σm).
We denote by DXt its restriction on Xt := pi−1(t), t ∈ S.
Definition 2.7 (Wolpert norm). Let (pi;σ1, . . . , σm;‖·‖ωX/S) be a f.s.c. Let t ∈ S \ |∆|, and let zi be
a holomorphic coordinate of σi(t) ⊂ Xt such that (see (2.2))
‖dzi‖ωX/S = |zi ln |zi||. (2.14)
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By the uniformization theorem, such a holomorphic coordinate is uniquely defined up to a multi-
plication by a unitary complex constant. We define the norm‖·‖Wi on σ∗i (ωX/S) pointwise by
‖σ∗i dzi‖Wi (t) = 1. (2.15)
The Wolpert norm‖·‖WX/S is defined as the product norm on ⊗iσ∗i (ωX/S), induced by‖·‖Wi .
In general, we make no claims about the smoothness of‖·‖WX/S , but we hope to come back to
this question soon.
Remark 2.8. Let (pi;σ1, . . . , σm;‖·‖ω,hypX/S ) be from Construction 5.2. Wolpert in [46, Definition 1]
defined the norm ‖·‖W,hypX/S , which coincides with the norm from Definition 2.7 in this particular
case. In [46, Theorem 5] he showed that‖·‖W,hypX/S is smooth over S \ |∆|.
2.3 Determinant line bundles and Quillen norms
In this section we recall the notion of the determinant line bundle due to Grothendick-Knudsen-
Mumford [30] and then, similarly to Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ [10], but basing on the definition of the
analytic torsion from [18, Definition 2.17], we introduce the notion of the Quillen norm on the
determinant line bundle.
Let pi : X → S be a f.s.o., and let ξ be a holomorphic vector bundle over X . We denote
det(R•pi∗ξ)t := detH0(Xt, ξ)⊗ (detH1(Xt, ξ))−1, t ∈ S, (2.16)
where we identified ξ with its sheaf of holomorphic sections. By Grothendick-Knudsen-Mumford
[30] (cf. [7, Proposition 4.1]) the family of complex lines (det(R•pi∗ξ)t)t∈S is endowed with a
natural structure of holomorphic line bundle det(R•pi∗ξ) over S.
Now, suppose (pi;σ1, . . . , σm;‖·‖ωX/S) is a f.s.c. For t ∈ S \ |∆|, we denote by dvXt the Rie-
mannian volume form on Xt \ (∪σi(t)), induced by ‖·‖ωX/S on the fiber Xt. Endow the twisted
canonical line bundle ωX/S(D) with the norm ‖·‖X/S from Construction 1.1. Let ξ be endowed
with a Hermitian metric hξ over pi−1(S \ |∆|). For n ∈ Z, n ≤ 0, we define the L2-scalar product
〈·, ·〉L2 on C∞(Xt, ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n) and C∞(Xt, ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n ⊗ ωX/S) by〈
s1, s2
〉
L2
=
∫
Xt
〈
s1(x), s2(x)
〉
h
dvXt(x), (2.17)
where s1, s2 are either in C∞(Xt, ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n) or in C∞(Xt, (ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)∗ ⊗ ωX/S), and
〈·, ·〉h is the pointwise Hermitian product induced by hξ,‖·‖ωX/S and‖·‖X/S . As we explained in [18,
Section 2.1], the right-hand side of (2.17) is finite, and (2.17) defines the L2-scalar product on the
vector spaces H0(Xt, ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n), H1(Xt, ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n). We denote by ‖·‖L2 (gTXt , hξ ⊗
‖·‖2nX/S) the induced L2-norm on the complex line (det(R•pi∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n))t)−1.
Definition 2.9. The Quillen norm on the line bundle (det(R•pi∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)))−1 over S \ |∆|
is defined for t ∈ S \ |∆| by
‖·‖Q
(
gTXt , hξ ⊗ ‖·‖2nX/S
)
:= T
(
gTXt , hξ ⊗ ‖·‖2nX/S
)1/2 ·‖·‖L2 (gTXt , hξ ⊗‖·‖2nX/S ). (2.18)
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2.4 Singular Hermitian vector bundles
In this section we recall several notions of singularities for Hermitian vector bundles. Then we
show how Theorem C implies Corollary 1.6.
We work with a complex manifold Y of dimension q + 1, a normal crossing divisor D0 ⊂ Y
and a submanifold F ⊂ Y .
Definition 2.10. A triple (U ; z0, . . . , zq; l) of an open set U ⊂ Y , coordinates z0, . . . , zq : U → C
and l ∈ N is called an adapted chart for D0 (resp. F ) at x ∈ |D0| (resp. x ∈ F ) if U =
{(z0, . . . , zq) ∈ Cq+1 : |zi| < 1, for all i = 0, . . . , q} and |D0| ∩ U (resp. F ∩ U ) is defined by
{z0 · · · zl = 0} (resp. {z0 = 0, . . . , zl = 0}).
Notation 2.11. Let (U ; z0, . . . , zq; l) be an adapted chart for D0. We denote
dζk =
{
dzk/(zk ln |zk|), if 0 ≤ k ≤ l,
dzk, if l + 1 ≤ k ≤ q.
(2.19)
Definition 2.12. a) [12, Definition 2.17] A differential form over Y \ |D0| (resp. a locally bounded
section of the wedge algebra on cotangent space) has log-log growth of order k ∈ N (resp. weakly
log-log growth) on Y , with singularities along D0, if it can be expressed as a linear combination
of monomials constructed using dζk, dζk, k = 0, . . . , q with coefficients f ∈ C∞(Y \ |D0|) (resp.
f ∈ L∞(Y \ |D0|)) such that for any k,k′ ∈ Nq+1, |k| + |k′| ≤ K (resp. for k,k′ = 0), for some
adapted chart (U ; z0, . . . , zq; l) of D0 at x ∈ |D0|, and for some C > 0, p ∈ N, we have
∣∣∣∂|k|
∂zk
∂|k
′|
∂zk
′ f(z0, . . . , zq)
∣∣∣ ≤ C|z|−|k0|−|k′0| l∏
k=0
(
ln | ln |zk||
)p
+ C, (2.20)
where k0,k′0 ∈ Nl+1 are the projections of k,k′ onto first l+1 components, and ∂|k|/∂zk, ∂|k′|/∂zk′
are the multinomial notations for the differentiations. When we don’t precise k ∈ N, by our
convention, this means k = 0.
b) [21, Definition 2.1] A function f : Y \ F → C has log-log growth on Y , with singularities
along F (resp. has logarithmic singularities along F ), if for any x ∈ Y , for some adapted chart
(U ; z0, . . . , zq; l) of F at x, and for some C > 0, p ∈ N, we have
|f(z0, . . . , zq)| ≤ C
(
ln
∣∣ ln (maxlk=0{|zk|})∣∣)p + C,(
resp. |f(z0, . . . , zq)| ≤ C
∣∣ ln (maxlk=0{|zk|})∣∣p + C). (2.21)
c) A function f : Y \ |D0| → C has logarithmic singularities of order k ∈ N along D0, if
f ∈ C∞(Y/|D0|,C), and for any k,k′ ∈ Nq+1, for some adapted chart (U ; z0, . . . , zq; l) of D0 at
x ∈ |D0|, and some C > 0, p ∈ N, we have∣∣∣∂|k|
∂zk
∂|k’|
∂zk
′ f(z0, . . . , zq)
∣∣∣ ≤ C|z|−|k0|−|k′0| l∏
k=0
| ln |zk||p + C, (2.22)
where k0,k′0 ∈ Nl+1 are the projections of k,k′ onto first l + 1 components.
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d) [37, p. 240] A differential form over Y \ |D0| has Poincare´ growth on Y , with singularities
along D0, if it can be expressed as a linear combination of monomials constructed using dζk, dζk,
k = 0, . . . , q with coefficients f ∈ C∞(Y \ |D0|) ∩ L∞(Y \ |D0|).
e) A current T over Y \|D0| has log-log growth (resp. Poincare´ growth) on Y with singularities
alongD0 if it is represented by integration of a L1loc-form and there is a form α with log-log growth
(resp. Poincare´ growth) on Y , with singularities along D0, such that −α ≤ T ≤ α.
f) [13, Definition 7.1] A differential form α is pre-log-log of order k ∈ N on Y , with singulari-
ties along D0, if α, ∂α, ∂α, ∂∂α have log-log growth of order k on Y , with singularities along D0.
Again, when the order is not precised, by our convention, we suppose k = 0.
g) [21, Definition 2.14] A smooth function f : Y \ |D0| → C is P-singular, with singularities
along D0, if ∂f , ∂f , ∂∂f have Poincare´ growth on Y , with singularities along D0.
Proposition 2.13 (Burgos Gil-Kramer-Ku¨hn [13, Proposition 7.6]). a) Any differential form Y \
|D0| with log-log growth with singularities along D0 is locally integrable.
b) If α is pre-log-log form on Y with singularities along D0, then
[dα]L1 = d[α]L1 . (2.23)
Definition 2.14. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over Y and let hL be a smooth Hermitian
metric on L over Y \ (F ∪ |D0|). We say that the metric hL has log-log growth with singularities
along F ∪ |D0| if for any local holomorphic frame υ of L, the function lnh(υ, υ) , has log-log
growth on Y , with singularities along F ∪ |D0|.
Definition 2.15 ( [37, p. 242], [12, Definition 4.29] (cf. [21, Definition 3.1])). Let ξ be a holomor-
phic vector bundle over Y and let hξ be a Hermitian metric on ξ over Y \ |D0|. We say that the
metric hξ is pre-log-log of order k ∈ N (resp. good) with singularities along D0 if for any local
holomorphic frame e1, . . . , erk(ξ) of ξ, the functions hξ(ei, ej), i, j ∈ 1, . . . , rk(ξ), (det(H))−1, for
H = (hξ(ei, ej))
rk(ξ)
i,j=1 have logarithmic singularities of order k ∈ N (resp. order 0), and the entries
of the matrix (∂H)H−1, are pre-log-log of order k ∈ N (resp. P-singular), with singularities along
D0. Again, when the order is not precised, by our convention, we suppose k = 0.
For line bundles, we have the following easy criteria of pre-log-log and good conditions:
Proposition 2.16 ( [21, Proposition 3.2]). Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over Y and let hL
be a smooth Hermitian metric on L over Y \ |D0|. Then hL is pre-log-log (resp. good) with
singularities along D0 if and only if for every local holomorphic frame υ of L over U ⊂ Y , the
function lnhL(υ, υ) is pre-log-log (resp. P-singular), with singularities along D0.
The following proposition explains how nice vector bundles can be used to precise the exten-
sion of a given line bundle.
Proposition 2.17. Let (L′, hL′) be a continuous Hermitian line bundle over Y \ |D0|. Then there
is at most one holomorphic line bundle L over Y which extends L′ in such way that the Hermitian
metric hL′ becomes nice with singularities along D0 in the sense of Definition 1.3b).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the statement about the good vector bundles proved by
Mumford in [37, Proposition 1.3] with only one change: for an open U ⊂ Y , the frames of L are
given by{
s ∈ C∞(U \ |D0|, L′) : lnhL′(s, s) has log-log singularities along D0
}
. (2.24)
From now on, the proof repeats [37, Proposition 1.3], and we leave it to the interested reader.
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Proof of Corollary 1.6 modulo Theorem C.. By Theorems C2, C3 we see that the extension Ln
satisfies the required properties. Now, Proposition 2.17 shows that there is at most one extension,
which finishes the proof.
2.5 Bott-Chern currents and pre-log-log Hermitian vector bundles
In this section we recall the theory of Bott-Chern currents associated with pre-log-log Hermitian
vector bundles, which was implicit in the paper [12] and which extends previous work of Bismut-
Gillet-Soule´ [8, Theorem 1.29]. We work with a complex manifold Y , and a normal crossing
divisor D0 ⊂ Y .
Now, let’s define the vector space
Ppll(Y,D0) := ⊕iP (i,i)pll (Y,D0), (2.25)
where P (i,j)pll (Y,D0) are the vector spaces of pre-log-log differential forms on Y of degree (i, j)
with singularities along D0. We denote
P ′pll
(i,i)(Y,D0) = ∂(P
(i−1,i)
pll (Y,D0)) + ∂(P
(i,i−1)
pll (Y,D0)),
P ′pll(Y,D0) := ⊕iP ′pll(i,i)(Y,D0).
(2.26)
Then, by Definition 2.12f), we have P ′pll(Y,D0) ⊂ Ppll(Y,D0).
Let φ : Mk(C) → C be a polynomial map, which is invariant under conjugation. For a
Hermitian vector bundle (ξ, hξ) over Y , we denote by φ(ξ, hξ) the differential form, constructed
by φ(ξ, hξ) = φ(− 1
2pi
√−1 ·Rh
ξ
), where Rhξ is the curvature of the Chern connection on (ξ, hξ).
Proposition 2.18. Let hξ be a Hermitian metric on ξ, which is pre-log-log of order k ∈ N (resp.
good) over Y \ D0 with singularities along D0. Then the form φ(ξ, hξ) is pre-log-log of order k
(resp. good) on Y with singularities along D0, and the induced current [φ(ξ, hξ)]L1 represents the
cohomology class of φ(ξ) ∈ H2k(Y,C).
Proof. This was proved for good Hermitian metrics by Mumford in [37, Theorem 1.4]. The proof
for pre-log-log Hermitian metrics remains identical, see [13, Proposition 7.25].
We consider a short exact sequence of vector bundles over Y , endowed with Hermitian metrics
over Y \D0, which are pre-log-log with singularities along D0.
0 −−−→ (E0, hE0) −−−→ (E1, hE1) −−−→ (E2, hE2) −−−→ 0. (2.27)
Theorem 2.19. For φ as above, there is a unique way to attach to every exact sequence (E•, hE•)
as in (2.28) a class φ˜(E•, hE•) ∈ Ppll(Y,D0)/P ′pll(Y,D0) such that
a) 1
2pi
√−1∂∂φ˜(E•, h
E•) = φ(E0 ⊕ E2, hE0 ⊕ hE2)− φ(E1, hE1).
b) If (2.28) induces an isometry (E1, hE1) = (E0 ⊕ E2, hE0 ⊕ hE2), then φ˜(E•, hE•) = 0.
c) If Y ′ is another complex manifold, D′0 is a normal crossing divisor in Y
′, and f : Y ′ → Y
is a holomorphic map such that f−1(D0) ⊂ D′0, then φ˜(f ∗E•, f ∗hE•) = f ∗φ˜(E•, hE•).
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d) For a Hermitian exact square
0 0 0y y y
0 −−−→ (E00 , hE0) −−−→ (E01 , hE01 ) −−−→ (E02 , hE02 ) −−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−→ (E10 , hE10 ) −−−→ (E11 , hE11 ) −−−→ (E12 , hE12 ) −−−→ 0y y y
0 −−−→ (E20 , hE20 ) −−−→ (E21 , hE21 ) −−−→ (E22 , hE22 ) −−−→ 0y y y
0 0 0
(2.28)
we have in Ppll(Y,D0)/P ′pll(Y,D0):
φ˜(E1• , h
E1•)− φ˜(E0• ⊕ E2• , hE
0• ⊕ hE2•)− φ˜(E•1 , hE
•
1 ) + φ˜(E•0 ⊕ E•2 , hE
•
0 ⊕ hE•2 ) = 0. (2.29)
Proof. This theorem was proved in [12, Theorem 4.64] for the pre-log-log vector bundles of infi-
nite order, but their proof remains valid for pre-log-log vector bundles. This is due to the fact that
in [12, Theorem 4.64], the estimates of the higher derivatives of the underlying metric are only
used in the estimates of higher derivatives of the Bott-Chern form.
Remark 2.20. a) By [8, Theorem 1.29], we see that if hEi are smooth, then φ˜(E•, hE•) coincides
with the Bott-Chern form constructed in [8].
b) When the exact sequence (ξ•, hξ•) consists of two elements
(ξ•, hξ•) : 0 −−−→ (ξ, hξ) −−−→ (ξ, hξ0) −−−→ 0, (2.30)
we denote for simplicity
φ˜(ξ, hξ, hξ0) := φ˜(ξ•, h
ξ•). (2.31)
By Theorem 2.19a), we have
∂∂
2pi
√−1 φ˜(ξ, h
ξ, hξ0) = φ(ξ, h
ξ)− φ(ξ, hξ0). (2.32)
In this paper we will only need to consider the short exact sequences consisting of 2 terms. Never-
theless, we state the theorem for general short exact sequences, since in the forthcoming paper [20]
about Deligne-Mumford isometry, we use it in full generality.
c) It’s disputable if one needs the last axiom. In the original set of the axioms [8, Theorem 1.29]
for smooth metrics, the last axiom is shown to be a consequence of the first three [8, Theorem 1.20,
Corollary 1.30].
Proposition 2.21. Let (E•, hE•) be the exact sequence from (2.28). Taking into account the iso-
morphism detE1 ' detE0 ⊗ detE2, we have
c˜h(E•, hE•)[0] = ln det
(
(hE0hE2)/hE1
)
. (2.33)
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Proof. First of all, we have
c˜h(E•, hE•)[0] = c˜1(E•, hE•). (2.34)
By the uniqueness of the Bott-Chern classes from Theorem 2.19, it is enough to see that (2.33)
satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.19 for φ = Tr, i.e. representing the first Chern form.
Proposition 2.22. Let ξ be a holomorphic vector bundle over Y , and let hξ, hξ0 be pre-log-log
Hermitian metrics on ξ with singularities along D0. Then
c˜h(ξ, hξ, hξ0)
[0] = ln det(hξ/hξ0). (2.35)
Moreover, if ξ is of rank 1, then we have
c˜h(ξ, hξ, hξ0)
[2] =
1
2
ln det(hξ/hξ0) ·
(
c1(ξ, h
ξ
0) + c1(ξ, h
ξ)
)
. (2.36)
Proof. First of all, the identity (2.35) follows directly from Proposition 2.21.
Now, we note that for smooth metrics (2.36) follows from [8, Theorems 1.27, 1.30]. To prove
(2.36) in full generality, we point out that two pre-log-log Hermitian metrics hξ0, h
ξ
1 on holomorphic
line bundles can be joined by a family of uniformly pre-log-log Hermitian line bundles hξt such that
(hξt )
−1∂th
ξ
t has uniform log-log growth. Take for example h
ξ
t := (h
ξ)t(hξsm)
1−t for some smooth
Hermitian metric hξsm. Thus, the construction from [8, §e)] works perfectly well for pre-log-log
Hermitian line bundles. Thus, the reasoning of [8, Theorems 1.27, 1.30] still holds in the pre-log-
log case, and this implies (2.36) for pre-log-log Hermitian metrics.
3 Regularity and singularities: a proof of Theorem C
In this section we prove Theorem C. More precisely, in Section 3.1, we prove a technical proposi-
tion about the regularity of a push-forward of a differential form in f.s.o. In Section 3.2, we recall
the necessary prerequisites for the proof of Theorem C: the compactification theorem [18, Theo-
rem A], the anomaly formula for surfaces with cusps [18, Theorem B], and the result of Bismut-
Bost [7, The´ore`me 2.2], describing the asymptotics of the Quillen norm associated with a smooth
metric over the total space near the singular fibers. In Section 3.3, we use it to prove Theorem C.
3.1 Pushforward of differential forms in f.s.o.
In this section we will study the singularities of a pushforward of a differential form in f.s.o. This
study will be used extensively in the proof of Theorem C. The main result of this section is
Proposition 3.1. Let pi : X → S be a f.s.o., and let D ⊂ X be a divisor intersecting pi−1(∆)
transversally and such that pi|D : D → S is locally an isomorphism.
a) Let α be a smooth 2-form over X \ |D| with log-log growth of infinite order along D. Then
the function pi∗[α] over S \ |∆| is very nice with singularities along ∆ (cf. Definition 1.3).
b) Suppose that ∆ has normal crossings. Let α be a pre-log-log differential 2-form over X \
(pi−1(|∆|) ∪ |D|), with singularities along pi−1(∆) ∪ D. Then the function pi∗[α] over S \ |∆| is
nice with singularities along ∆ (cf. Definition 1.3).
c) Suppose that ∆ has normal crossings. Let α be a differential (1, 1)-form over X \ (ΣX/S ∪
|D|), such that it has Poincare´ growth onX \|D|with singularities along pi−1(∆), and the coupling
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of α with smooth vertical vector fields over X \ (ΣX/S ∪ |D|) is continuous over and has log-log
growth with singularities along |D| (cf. Definition 2.12b)). Let f : X \ (ΣX/S ∪ |D|) → R be
a continuous function, with log-log growth along ΣX/S ∪ |D|. Then the function pi∗[fα] extends
continuously over S.
Proof. The Proposition 3.1a) was proved by Igusa [26] in the case D = ∅ (for precisely this
version, see Bismut-Bost [7, The´ore`mes 12.2, 12.3]). Now let’s describe the proof for D 6= ∅.
We take t0 ∈ S, and let U ⊂ S be a small neighbourhood of t0 such that pi|D : D → S is an
isomorphism on each connected component over pi−1(U). For simplicity, we suppose thatD|pi−1(U)
has only one connected component. We choose coordinates (z0, . . . , zq) of (pi|D)−1(t0) ∈ pi−1(U)
and (w1, . . . , wq) of U as in (2.6), such that D is given by the equation {z0 = 0} in pi−1(U).
For c > 0 small enough, we denote V1,c = {x ∈ U : |z0(x)| < c}, and decompose the
integration over the fiber in pi∗[α] into two parts: (pi|V1,c)∗[α] and (pi|pi−1(U)\V1,c)∗[α]. The function
(pi|pi−1(U)\V1,c)∗[α] induces very nice Hermitian metric on S \ |∆| with singularities along ∆ by the
mentioned result of Igusa.
Let’s treat the first part. Trivially, for any p ∈ Z, we have∫
|z1|<c
(ln | ln |z1||)p
√−1dz1dz1
|z1 ln |z1||2 = 4pi
∫ c
0
(ln | ln(r)|)pdr
r(ln(r))2
= 4pi
∫ −2/ ln(c)
0
ln(y)pdy < +∞. (3.1)
Since α is pre-log-log over pi−1(U) \ |D|, with singularities along D, by Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem and (3.1), we deduce that
(pi|V1,c)∗[α] is continuous. (3.2)
By taking horizontal derivatives with respect to the coordinates entering the definition of log-log
growth of infinite order of α, we deduce in the same way that the form (pi|V1,c)∗[α] is smooth, which
concludes the proof.
Now let’s prove 3.1b). It is essentially the repetition of the proof of [21, Theorem 5.1.3] from
the thesis of Freixas.
We take t0 ∈ S \ |∆|, and let U ⊂ S \ |∆| be a small neighbourhood of t0 as in the previous
case. As before, we suppose for simplicity that D|pi−1(U) has only one connected component. We
choose coordinates (z0, . . . , zq) of (pi|D)−1(t0) ∈ pi−1(U) and (w1, . . . , wq) of U as before, and
let V1,c be defined as above. We decompose the integration over the fiber in pi∗[α] into two parts:
(pi|V1,c)∗[α] and (pi|pi−1(U)\V1,c)∗[α].
Trivially, as pi|pi−1(U)\V1,c is a submersion, and the form α is continuous over pi−1(U) \ V1,c for
any c > 0, the form (pi|pi−1(U)\V1,c)∗[α] is continuous over U for any c > 0. By this and the identity
lim
c→0
(pi|V1,c)∗[α] = 0, (3.3)
which follows from (3.1), we conclude that pi∗[α] is continuous over S \ |∆|. Let’s prove that pi∗[α]
has log-log growth along ∆.
We fix t0 ∈ |∆|. For simplicity, we suppose that the curve Xt0 = pi−1(t0) has only one double
point singularity at x0 ∈ Xt0 . We choose coordinates (z0, . . . , zq) at x0 ∈ X and (w1, . . . , wq) at
t0 ∈ S as in (2.7). For c > 0 small enough, we denote U = {t ∈ S : |w1| < c} and
V2,c = {x ∈ pi−1(U) : |z0(x)|, |z1(x)| < c}. (3.4)
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Let’s prove that (pi|V2,c)∗[α] has log-log growth along ∆. The divisor pi−1(∆) is given over V2,c
by equations {z0 = 0}+ {z1 = 0}. Let c < 1/2. We note that since z0z1 = w1, the estimates
ln | ln |z0||, ln | ln |z1|| ≤ ln | ln |w1||, (3.5)
are valid in V2,c. By (3.5), there is a function f : S \ |∆| → R with log-log growth along ∆ such
that function (pi|V2,c)∗[α] is bounded by
f ·
∫
Hw1,c
(√−1dz0dz0
|z0 ln |z0||2 +
|dz0dz1|
|z0 ln |z0|||z1 ln |z1|| +
√−1dz1dz1
|z1 ln |z1||2
)
, (3.6)
for Hw1,c = {(z0, z1) : z0z1 = w1; |z0|, |z1| < c}. Trivially, there is C > 0 such that for any
|ω1| < c2, we have ∫
Hw1,c
|dz0dz1|
|z0 ln |z0|||z1 ln |z1|| ≤
∫
Hw1,c
√−1dz0dz0
|z0 ln |z0||2 < C. (3.7)
By (3.6) and (3.7), we conclude that (pi|V2,c)∗[α] has log-log growth along ∆.
Now, as before, for simplicity, we suppose that D|pi−1(U) has only one connected component.
We choose coordinates (z0, . . . , zq) of pi−1(U) and (w1, . . . , wq) of U as in (2.6), and we conserve
the notation V1,c from the previous step. Moreover, we suppose that pi−1(∆) is given by the equa-
tion {z1 = 0} over V1,c. From (3.1), the fact that α has log-log growth along pi−1(∆) ∪D, which
is given by {z0z1 = 0} in U , and the fact that pi|V1,c is a submersion, we prove that (pi|V1,c)∗[α] has
log-log growth along ∆.
Finally, as pi|pi−1(U)\(V1,c∪V2,c) is a submersion, and the form α has log-log growth along pi−1(∆),
the form (pi|pi−1(U)\(V1,c∪V2,c))∗[α] has log-log growth along ∆. Thus, we deduce that pi∗[α] has log-
log growth along ∆.
Now, to prove that pi∗[α] is nice, we have to study the distributional derivatives ∂[pi∗[α]]L1 ,
∂[pi∗[α]]L1 , ∂∂[pi∗[α]]L1 . Let’s concentrate on the study of ∂[pi∗[α]]L1 , as the others are similar.
First of all, by Fubini theorem, since pi−1(∆) is Lebesgue negligible, we have[
pi∗[α]
]
L1
= pi∗
[
[α]L1
]
. (3.8)
By Stokes theorem, we have
∂pi∗
[
[α]L1
]
= pi∗
[
∂[α]L1
]
. (3.9)
By the fact that α is pre-log-log, and by Proposition 2.13, we have
∂[α]L1 = [∂α]L1 . (3.10)
Thus, by (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), we see that it is enough to prove that the differential form pi∗[∂α]
over S \ |∆| is continuous and has log-log growth along ∆. The continuity over S \ |∆| is proved
as before. Let’s prove that it has log-log growth along ∆. As before, we decompose the integration
pi∗[∂α] into three parts: (pi|V1,c)∗[∂α], (pi|pi−1(U)\(V1,c∪V2,c))∗[∂α] and (pi|V2,c)∗[∂α]. Since pi|V1,c and
pi|pi−1(U)\(V1,c∪V2,c) are submersions, the first two parts are treated in the same way as before. Let’s
concentrate on the last part (pi|V2,c)∗[∂α].
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By (3.5) and (3.7), similarly to (3.6), there is a function f : S \ |∆| → R with log-log growth
along ∆ such that the form (pi|V2,c)∗[∂α] is bounded by
f ·
∫
Hw1,c
√−1dz0dz0
|z0 ln |z0||2
(
dz1
|z1 ln |z1|| +
dz1
|z1 ln |z1|| + β
)
, (3.11)
where β is some bounded differential form in variables z2, . . . , zq. Now, by the identity z0z1 = w0
and |z0|, |z1| ≤ c, there is a constant C > 0 such that we have∣∣∣∣ ∫
Hw1,c
√−1dz0dz0
|z0 ln |z0||2
dz1
z1| ln |z1||
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣dw0w0
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Hw1,c
√−1dz0dz0
|z0 ln |z0||2 · | ln |w0/z0|| ≤ C
∣∣∣∣ dw0w0| ln |w0||
∣∣∣∣. (3.12)
By (3.11) and (3.12), we deduce that the form (pi|V2,c)∗[∂α] has log-log growth along ∆.
Now let’s prove 3.1c). By the proof of Proposition 3.1b), we see that pi∗[fα] is continuous
over S \ |∆|. Now, let t0 ∈ |∆|, U ∈ S and Vi,c, i = 1, 2, be as before. Trivially, since fα
is continuous over pi−1(U) \ (V1,c ∪ V2,c), and pi|pi−1(U)\(V1,c∪V2,c) is a submersion, we see that
(pi|pi−1(U)\(V1,c∪V2,c))∗[fα] is continuous for any c > 0. Let’s prove that for i = 1, 2, we have
lim
c→0
(pi|Vi,c)∗[fα] = 0, (3.13)
If (3.13) holds, we would immediately conclude that pi∗[fα] is continuous.
By the fact that (pi|Vi,c)∗[fα] depends only on the coupling of fαwith two vertical vector fields,
and the fact that those couplings have log-log growth on X \ ΣX/S with singularities along D, we
deduce (3.13) for i = 1 from (3.1).
Since α has Poincare´ growth on X \ |D| with singularities along pi−1(∆), and f has log-log
growth along ΣX/S , we deduce that there are C > 0, p ∈ N such that
(pi|V2,c)∗[fα] ≤ C
∫
Hw1,c
(
(ln | ln |z0||)p
√−1dz0dz0
|z0 ln |z0||2
+
(ln | ln |z0||)p(ln | ln |z1||)p|dz0dz1|
|z0 ln |z0|||z1 ln |z1|| +
(ln | ln |z1||)p
√−1dz1dz1
|z1 ln |z1||2
)
, (3.14)
where Hw1,c is as in (3.6). By (3.1), (3.14) and Cauchy inequality, we deduce (3.13) for i = 2,
which finally proves that pi∗[fα] is continuous over S.
The next proposition explains why Proposition 3.1 is well-suited to our Assumptions S1, S2,
S3. Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over X and let hLi , i = 1, 2 be smooth Hermitian metrics
on L over X \ (pi−1(|∆|) ∪ |D|).
Proposition 3.2. a) Suppose that hLi , i = 1, 2 extend smoothly over X \ |D|, and they are pre-
log-log of infinite order, with singularities along D. Then there is a differential form α in the class
[c˜h(L, hL1 , h
L
2 )]
[2] ∈ Ppll(X \ pi−1(|∆|), D), which satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1a).
b) Suppose that hLi , i = 1, 2 are pre-log-log, with singularities along pi
−1(|∆|) ∪ |D|. Then
there is a differential form α in the class [c˜h(L, hL1 , h
L
2 )]
[2] ∈ Ppll(X \pi−1(|∆|), D), which satisfies
the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1b).
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c) Suppose that hLi , i = 1, 2 extend continuously over X \ (ΣX/S ∪ |D|), have log-log growth
with singularities along ΣX/S∪|D|, are good in the sense of Mumford onX \|D|with singularities
along pi−1(∆), and the coupling with two vertical vector fields of c1(L, hLi ), i = 1, 2 are continuous
over X \ (ΣX/S ∪ |D|) and has log-log growth on X \ ΣX/S with singularities along D.
Then there is a function f and a differential form α such that fα is in the class
[c˜h(L, hL1 , h
L
2 )]
[2] ∈ Ppll(X \ pi−1(|∆|), D), and they satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1c).
Proof. It follows directly from Propositions 2.16, 2.22. For Proposition 3.2c), take f =
[c˜h(L, hL1 , h
L
2 )]
[0] and α = (c1(L, hL1 ) + c1(L, h
L
2 ))/2.
3.2 Some properties of the Quillen metric
Let (M,DM , gTM) be a surface with cusps. Let’s recall some notions from [18].
Definition 3.3 (Flattening of a metric, [18, Definition 1.2]). We say that a (smooth) metric gTMf
over M is a flattening of gTM if there is  > 0 such that gTM is induced by (2.2) over V Mi (), and
gTMf |M\(∪iVMi ()) = gTM |M\(∪iVMi ()). (3.15)
Similarly, we defined the notion of flattening‖·‖fM for Hermitian norm‖·‖M . For brevity, we
state a version of [18, Theorem A, Remark 1.4.d)], which doesn’t use the language of compatible
flattenings from [18].
Theorem A (Compact perturbation). Let gTMf ,‖·‖fM be some flattenings of gTM and‖·‖M respec-
tively, then the quantity
2rk(ξ)−1 ln
(
‖·‖Q
(
gTM , hξ ⊗ ‖·‖2nM
)/‖·‖Q (gTMf , hξ ⊗ (‖·‖fM)2n))
− rk(ξ)−1
∫
M
c1(ξ, h
ξ)
(
2n ln(‖·‖fM /‖·‖M) + ln(gTMf /gTM)
)
(3.16)
depends only on the number n ∈ Z, n ≤ 0 and the functions (gTMf /gTM)|VMi (1)◦(zMi )−1 : D∗ → R
and (‖·‖fM /‖·‖M)|VMi (1) ◦ (zMi )−1 : D∗ → R, for i = 1, . . . ,m.
Now let’s recall the anomaly formula for surfaces with cusps, which explains how the Quillen
norm changes under the conformal change of the metric with cusps.
Let’s recall that by [8, Theorem 1.27] (cf. Theorem 2.19) and (1.10), the Bott-Chern forms of
a vector bundle ξ with (smooth) Hermitian metrics hξ1, h
ξ
2 over M satisfy (see also (2.35), (2.36))
T˜d(ξ, hξ1, h
ξ
2)
[0] = c˜h(ξ, hξ1, h
ξ
2)
[0]/2, (3.17)
If, moreover, ξ := L is a line bundle, we have
T˜d(L, hL1 , h
L
2 )
[2] = c˜h(L, hL1 , h
L
2 )
[2]/6. (3.18)
Theorem B (Anomaly formula for surfaces with cusps). Let φ : M → R be a smooth function
such that
the triple (M,DM , gTM0 := e
2φgTM) is a surface with cusps. (3.19)
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We denote by ‖·‖M ,‖·‖0M the norms induced by gTM , gTM0 on ωM(D), and by ‖·‖W , ‖·‖W,0 the
associated Wolpert norms. Let hξ0 be a Hermitian metric on ξ over M . Then the right-hand side of
the following equation is finite, and we have
2 ln
(
‖·‖Q
(
gTM0 , h
ξ
0 ⊗ (‖·‖0M)2n
)/‖·‖Q (gTM , hξ ⊗ ‖·‖2nM ))
=
∫
M
(
T˜d
(
ωM(D)
−1, ‖·‖−2M , (‖·‖0M)−2
)
ch
(
ξ, hξ
)
ch
(
ωM(D)
n,‖·‖2nM
)
+ Td
(
ωM(D)
−1, (‖·‖0M)−2
)
c˜h
(
ξ, hξ, hξ0
)
ch
(
ωM(D)
n,‖·‖2nM
)
+ Td
(
ωM(D)
−1, (‖·‖0M)−2
)
ch
(
ξ, hξ0
)
c˜h
(
ωM(D)
n,‖·‖2nM , (‖·‖0M)2n
))[2]
− rk(ξ)
6
ln
(
‖·‖W /‖·‖W,0
)
+
1
2
∑
ln
(
det(hξ/hξ0)|PMi
)
.
(3.20)
Now, let’s recall the result of Bismut-Bost [7, The´ore`me 2.2] on the asymptotics of the Quillen
norm (see also Bismut [6] for its generalization to higher dimension and Ma [32] for the family
version of [6]). For this, we fix a f.s.o. pi : X → S and smooth Hermitian vector bundles
(ωX/S,‖·‖ω,smX/S ), (ξ, hξsm) over X . We denote by gTXtsm the metric on Xt, t ∈ S \ |∆|, induced by
(ωX/S,‖·‖ω,smX/S ), and by‖·‖Q (gTXtsm , hξsm) the Quillen norm on det(R•pi∗ξ)−1.
Theorem 3.4 (Continuity theorem of Bismut-Bost). The norm‖·‖Q (gTXtsm , hξsm)12⊗ (‖·‖div∆ )rk(ξ) on
the line bundle det(R•pi∗ξ)−12⊗OS(∆)rk(ξ) over S \ |∆| is very nice on S with singularities along
∆ in the sense of Definition 1.3.
3.3 Proof of Theorem C
We use the notation from Theorem C. Since all the statements are local, it suffices to prove them
in a neighbourhood U of t0 ∈ S. We prove them all at the same time in three steps: in Step 1 we
see that by Theorem B, we can trivialize the Poincare´-compatible coordinates associated to gTXt .
In Step 2, by Theorem A, we reduce the problem to the problem without cusps. Finally, in Step
3, by the anomaly formula of Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ (cf. Theorem B), we reduce the problem to the
problem with smooth metrics, which is exactly Theorem 3.4. For the proof of Theorem C1, this
step is unnecessary since the metrics, which are obtained after Step 2 are already smooth. In the
first two steps the reduction is done by modifying norms‖·‖ωX/S ,‖·‖X/S only in the neighbourhood
of |DX/S|.
Step 1. Let Vi,c, i = 1, . . . ,m, c > 0 (resp. U ) be a neighbourhood of σi(t0) (resp. t0) such
that for some local coordinates (z0, . . . , zq) of σi(t0) and (w1, . . . , wq) of t0 ∈ S, satisfying (2.6),
we have Vi,c = {x ∈ pi−1(U) : |z0| < c} and {z0(x) = 0} = {σi(t) : t ∈ U}. For simplicity, we
note Vi := Vi,1. Let ν : R+ → [0, 1] be a smooth function satisfying
ν(u) =
{
1, if u < 1/2,
0, if u > 1.
(3.21)
We denote by‖·‖ω,0X/S the norm on ωX/S over pi−1(U \ |∆|) \ |DX/S| such that‖·‖ω,0X/S coincides
with‖·‖ωX/S away from ∪iVi, and over (∪iVi) \ (pi−1(|∆|) ∪ |DX/S|), we have
‖dz0‖ω,0X/S =
∣∣z0 ln |z0|∣∣ν(|z0|) · (‖dz0‖ωX/S )1−ν(|z0|). (3.22)
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Let ‖·‖0X/S be the induced norm on ωX/S(D) as in Construction 1.1, and let gTXt0 , t ∈ S be the
induced metric with cusps on Xt. Then by Construction 1.1 and (3.22), we see that if hξ,‖·‖X/S
satisfy Assumptions S1 or S2 or S3, then hξ, ‖·‖0X/S satisfy Assumptions S1 or S2 or S3 corre-
spondingly. We denote by‖·‖W,0X/S the Wolpert norm (see Definition 2.7) on ⊗iσ∗i ωX/S induced by
gTXt0 . By Theorem B, for t ∈ U \ |∆|, we have
1
6
ln
(
‖·‖Q
(
gTXt0 , h
ξ ⊗ (‖·‖0X/S)2n
)12 ⊗ (‖·‖W,0X/S )−rk(ξ))
− 1
6
ln
(
‖·‖Q
(
gTXt , hξ ⊗ (‖·‖X/S)2n
)12 ⊗ (‖·‖WX/S )−rk(ξ))
= pi∗
[
T˜d
(
ωX/S(D)
−1, ‖·‖−2X/S , (‖·‖0X/S)−2
)
ch
(
ξ, hξ
)
ch
(
ωX/S(D)
n,‖·‖2nX/S
)
+ Td
(
ωX/S(D)
−1, (‖·‖0X/S)−2
)
ch
(
ξ, hξ
)
c˜h
(
ωX/S(D)
n,‖·‖2nX/S , (‖·‖0X/S)2n
)][2]
.
(3.23)
By Propositions 3.1, 3.2, we see that the right-hand-side of (3.23) is very nice on U \ |∆| with
singularities along ∆ under Assumption S1, it is nice on U \ |∆| with singularities along ∆ under
Assumption S2, and it is continuous on S under Assumption S3. By this and (3.23), we see that it
is enough to prove Theorem C for the metrics‖·‖0X/S ,‖·‖ω,0X/S ,‖·‖W,0X/S instead‖·‖X/S ,‖·‖ωX/S ,‖·‖WX/S .
We note, however, that the norm‖·‖W,0X/S is trivial over U \ |∆|, thus, it’s enough to prove Theo-
rem C for the norm‖·‖Q
(
gTXt0 , h
ξ ⊗ (‖·‖0X/S)2n
)12⊗ (‖·‖div∆ )rk(ξ) on the line bundle det(R•pi∗(ξ⊗
ωX/S(D)
n))−12 ⊗ OS(∆)rk(ξ) in place of the norm‖·‖Ln on the line bundleLn.
Step 2. We denote V ′i = Vi,1/2 ⊂ Vi, and by‖·‖ω,cmpX/S the norm on ωX/S over pi−1(U \ |∆|) such
that‖·‖ω,cmpX/S coincides with‖·‖ω,0X/S away from ∪iV ′i , and over V ′i , we have
‖dz0‖ω,cmpX/S = |z0 ln |z0||1−ν(2|z0|), (3.24)
where ν : R → [0, 1] is as in (3.21). We denote by gTXtcmp the induced metric on Xt. We denote by
‖·‖cmpX/S the norm on ωX/S(D) over pi−1(U \ |∆|), such that‖·‖cmpX/S coincides with‖·‖0X/S away from
∪iV ′i , and over V ′i we have
‖dz0 ⊗ sDX/S/z0‖cmpX/S = | ln |z0||1−ν(2|z0|). (3.25)
By (3.24), (3.25), we see that if hξ,‖·‖0X/S satisfy Assumptions S1 or S2 or S3, then hξ⊗(‖·‖cmpX/S)2n,
‖·‖ω,cmpX/S satisfy Assumptions S1 or S2 or S3 for DX/S = ∅ correspondingly. Now, by Theorem A,
we see that the function
2 ln
(
‖·‖Q
(
gTXtcmp , h
ξ ⊗ (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n
)/‖·‖Q (gTXt0 , hξ ⊗ (‖·‖0X/S)2n))
− pi∗
[
c1(ξ, h
ξ)
(
nc˜1(ωX/S(D), (‖·‖0X/S)2, (‖·‖cmpX/S)2)
− c˜1(ωX/S, (‖·‖ω,0X/S)2, (‖·‖ω,cmpX/S )2)
)][2]
(3.26)
is constant over U \|∆|. By Propositions 2.18, 3.1, 3.2, we see that the term under the integration in
(3.26) is very nice on U \ |∆| with singularities along ∆ under Assumption S1, it is nice on U \ |∆|
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with singularities along ∆ under Assumption S2, and it is continuous on S under Assumption S3.
By this and (3.26), it is enough to prove Theorem C for the metrics hξ,‖·‖cmpX/S ,‖·‖ω,cmpX/S instead of
hξ,‖·‖0X/S ,‖·‖ω,0X/S .
Step 3. Let hξsm,‖·‖smX/S ,‖·‖ω,smX/S be some smooth metrics on ξ, ωX/S(D) and ωX/S respectively
over X . We denote by gTXtsm the Riemannian metric on Xt, induced by‖·‖ω,smX/S . By the anomaly
formula of Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ [10, Theorem 1.27] (cf. Theorem B for m = 0), for t ∈ U \ |∆|:
2 ln
(
‖·‖Q
(
gTXtcmp , h
ξ ⊗ (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n
)/‖·‖Q (gTXtsm , hξsm ⊗ (‖·‖smX/S)2n))
= pi∗
[
T˜d
(
ω−1M , (‖·‖smM )−2, (‖·‖cmpM )−2
)
ch
(
ξ, hξsm
)
ch
(
ωM(D)
n, (‖·‖smM )2n
)
+ Td
(
ω−1M , (‖·‖cmpM )−2
)
c˜h
(
ξ, hξsm, h
ξ
)
ch
(
ωM(D)
n, (‖·‖smM )2n
)
+ Td
(
ω−1M , (‖·‖cmpM )−2
)
ch
(
ξ, hξ
)
c˜h
(
ωM(D)
n, (‖·‖smM )2n, (‖·‖cmpM )2n
)]
.
(3.27)
By Theorem 2.19 and Propositions 2.18, 3.1, 3.2, the right-hand side of (3.27) is very nice on
U \ |∆| with singularities along ∆. By this and (3.27), we see that it is enough to prove Theorem
C for the metrics hξsm,‖·‖smX/S ,‖·‖ω,smX/S instead of hξ,‖·‖cmpX/S ,‖·‖ω,cmpX/S . But for hξsm,‖·‖smX/S ,‖·‖ω,smX/S ,
Theorem C follows directly from Theorem 3.4 by Remark 1.2. Thus, we conclude Theorem C.
4 Potential theory for log-log currents, a proof of Theorem D
In Section 4.1 we introduce the potential theory for currents with log-log growth and in Section
4.2 we use it to prove Theorem D. Then we deduce Corollaries 1.8, 1.9 from Theorem D.
4.1 Potential theory for currents with log-log growth
In this section we denote U = {(z1, . . . , zq) ∈ Cq : |zi| < 1, for all i = 1, . . . , q}, and let Di ⊂ U
be defined by the equation {zi = 0}. We denote D = ∪li=1Di, for some l ≤ q. Before stating the
main result of this section, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let T be a closed (1, 1)-current over U \D with log-log growth along D. Then the
trivial L1-extension [T ]L1 of T , is a closed current over U . Also, in a small neighbourhood of D,
the current [T ]L1 can be represented as a difference of two positive closed currents with log-log
growth along D.
Proof. For p ∈ N, we denote the functions
a0p(z, w) = (ln | ln |z|2|)p|w|2,
ap(z, w) = −(ln | ln |z|2|)p(ln | ln |w|2|)p,
(4.1)
over C2 \ {0} × C and C2 \ (C × {0} ∪ {0} × C) respectively. Then it’s easy to see that the
dominating terms of differential forms
√−1∂∂a0p(z, w),
√−1∂∂ap(z, w) are given by
−√−1p(ln | ln |z|2|)p−1|w|2dzdz
|z ln |z|2|2 +
√−1(ln | ln |z|2|)pdwdw, (4.2)
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√−1p(ln | ln |z|2|)p−1(ln | ln |w|2|)p−1
(
(ln | ln |z|2|)dwdw
|w ln |w|2|2 +
(ln | ln |w|2|)dzdz
|z ln |z|2|2
)
,
respectively. From this, we see that for some open neighbourhood V ⊂ U of S, the forms√−1∂∂ap(z, w),
√−1∂∂(ap(z, w) + a0p(z, v)) are positive on C2 \ (C × {0} ∪ {0} × C) and
C3 \ (C2×{0} ∪C×{0}×C∪ {0}×C2) respectively. Now, any differential form α over U \D
with log-log growth along D can be bounded from above and below by a linear combination of
√−1(ln | ln |zi|2|)p−1dzjdzj
|zj ln |zj|2|2 , i, j = 1, . . . , l,√−1(ln | ln |zi|2|)pdzjdzj, i = 1, . . . , l; j = 1, . . . , q.
(4.3)
So, since T has log-log growth along D, by (4.2), there are C > 0, p ∈ N such that for
Ap := (q + 1)
l∑
i,j=1
ap(zi, zj) +
l∑
i=1
q∑
j=1+l
a0p(zi, zj), (4.4)
we have the following inequalities over V :
− C√−1∂∂Ap ≤ T ≤ C
√−1∂∂Ap. (4.5)
Thus, the current T + C
√−1∂∂Ap is closed, positive in V , and by (3.1), (4.4), (4.5) it has finite
mass. Thus, by Skoda-El Mir’s theorem (cf. [15, Theorem III.2.3]), [T + C
√−1∂∂Ap]L1 is a
closed positive current over V . Similarly, [
√−1∂∂Ap]L1 is a closed positive current over V . So
[T ]L1 = [T + C
√−1∂∂Ap]L1 − C[
√−1∂∂Ap]L1 (4.6)
is a closed current over U . Also (4.6) gives the needed decomposition of [T ]L1 as a difference of
positive currents.
Remark 4.2. Since our current is locally represented as a difference of two positive currents, its
Lelong numbers (cf. [15, Definition III.5.4]) are well-defined.
The main goal of this section is to prove the following
Proposition 4.3. Let φ : U \ D → R be a continuous function with log-log growth along D.
Suppose that for the induced current [φ] over U \D, the current
T :=
∂∂[φ]
2pi
√−1 , (4.7)
over U \D has log-log growth along D. Then we have the following identity of currents over U
∂∂[φ]L1
2pi
√−1 = [T ]L1 . (4.8)
Remark 4.4. When l = 1, this result implies Yoshikawa [47, Proposition 3.11], where he obtained
this for T of Poincare´ growth. If T extends smoothly over U , Proposition 4.3 is a special case of
Bismut-Bost [7, Proposition 10.2]. We note, however, that in our applications, the condition of
being pre-log-log and not smooth is essential, see Section 5.
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To prove Proposition 4.3, we need the following weak analogue of Poincare´ lemma for currents
of log-log growth:
Lemma 4.5. Let T be a closed (1, 1)-current over U with log-log growth along D. For any x ∈ U ,
there is a neighborhood V of x and a function ψ ∈ L1loc(V ) with log-log growth alongD, satisfying
∂∂[ψ]L1
2pi
√−1 = [T ]L1 . (4.9)
Remark 4.6. This lemma, implies, that Lelong numbers of T (see Remark 4.2) vanish.
Proof. We recall that the functions Ap : U \ D → R, p ∈ N were defined in (4.4). Let C > 0,
p ∈ N be as in (4.5). By Siu [40, Proof of Lemma 5.3], since the current [T + C√−1∂∂Ap]L1 is
closed and positive, there is an open subset V ′ ⊂ U and a plurisubharmonic (cf. [33, Definition
B.2.16]) function R over V ′, such that
√−1∂∂R = [T + C√−1∂∂Ap]L1 . (4.10)
Moreover, since
0 < [2C
√−1∂∂Ap − T ]L1 =
√−1∂∂(3C[Ap]L1 −R). (4.11)
Thus, by plurisubharmonicity (cf. [16, Proposition A.15]), there is C0 > 0, such that almost every-
where, we have
− C0 + 3CAp ≤ R ≤ C0, (4.12)
in particular, since Ap has log-log growth along D, we deduce by (4.12) that R − C[Ap]L1 has
log-log growth along D. By (4.10), we get (4.9) for ψ := R−CAp
2pi
√−1 .
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let ψ be a function on V ⊂⊂ U as in Lemma 4.5, such that
∂∂[ψ]L1
2pi
√−1 = [T ]L1 . (4.13)
We denote
χ = φ− ψ. (4.14)
Then χ is pluriharmonic on V \ D and has log-log singularities along D. We’ll prove that χ is
pluriharmonic on V . Once it will be done, Proposition 4.3 will follow from (4.7), (4.13) and (4.14).
Let z′ = (0, z′2, . . . , z
′
q) ∈ V be such that z′ /∈ Di for any i ≥ 2, i.e. zi 6= 0. Then the function
χ0(z) := χ(z, z
′
2, . . . , z
′
q) (4.15)
is harmonic over D∗(), for some  > 0, and has log-log growth along 0 ∈ D(). By [7, p. 71-
72], the function χ0 extends to a harmonic function over D(). By repeating this for z′ in a small
neighbourhood of fixed z′ in D1, we see that χ extends over V \ (∪li=2Di), such that it’s restriction
on discs {(z, z′2, . . . , z′n) : |z| ≤ } are harmonic. By the maximum principle and the fact that χ is
smooth over V \ (∪li=1Di), we see that this extension is actually locally bounded in V \ (∪li=2Di),
so by [15, Theorem 5.24], the function χ is pluriharmonic over V \ (∪li=2Di). By repeating this
argument for i = 2, . . . , l, we see that χ is actually pluriharmonic over V .
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4.2 Proof of Theorem D and Corollaries 1.8, 1.9
We use the notation from Theorem D. The main ingredients of the proof are Theorems A, B,
Proposition 4.3 and the curvature theorem of Bismut-Bost [7, The´ore`me 2.2], which we now recall.
We borrow the notation from Theorem 3.4. By Theorem 3.4, the Hermitian norm
‖·‖Q (gTXtsm , hξsm)12 ⊗ (‖·‖div∆ )rk(ξ) is very nice over S with singularities along ∆. In particular,
by Remark 1.4, its first Chern form is well-defined.
Theorem 4.7 ( [7, The´ore`me 2.2]). The following identity of currents over S holds
c1
(
λ(j∗ξ)12 ⊗ OS(∆)rk(ξ),‖·‖Q (gTXtsm , hξsm)24 ⊗
(‖·‖div∆ )2rk(ξ))
= −12pi∗
[
Td
(
ω−1X/S, (‖·‖ω,smX/S )−2
)
ch(ξ, hξsm)
][4]
. (4.16)
Proof of Theorem D.. Let’s treat Assumption S1 first. As in Theorem C, the statement is local
over the base. So, for any t0 ∈ S, it is enough to prove (1.12) in some neighbourhood U ⊂ S of t0.
The fact that the current (1.11) is L1loc(S) follows from Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
and [7, Proposition 5.2]. The fact that its closure is a d-closed current follows from the fact that it
is obtained as a pushforward of a closed form and (3.8).
By Proposition 2.13, (2.32), (3.22) and (3.23), we deduce that
c1
(
Ln,‖·‖Q (gTXt0 , hξ ⊗ (‖·‖0X/S)2n)24 ⊗ (‖·‖W,0X/S)−2rk(ξ) ⊗ (‖·‖div∆ )rk(ξ)
)
− c1
(
Ln,
(‖·‖Ln )2) = −12pi∗[ch(ξ, hξ)(Td(ωX/S(D)−1, (‖·‖0X/S)−2)
· ch(ωX/S(D)n, (‖·‖0X/S)2n)− Td(ωX/S(D)−1,‖·‖−2X/S )ch(ωX/S(D)n, ‖·‖2nX/S ))][4]. (4.17)
From (4.17), wee see that it is enough to prove (1.12) for the norms‖·‖ω,0X/S ,‖·‖0X/S instead of the
norms‖·‖ωX/S ,‖·‖X/S .
By (3.24), (3.25), the fact that (3.26) is constant and Proposition 2.13, we deduce
c1
(
λ
(
j∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)
)
,‖·‖Q (gTXtcmp , hξ ⊗ (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n)2
)
− c1
(
λ
(
j∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)
)
,‖·‖Q (gTXt0 , hξ ⊗ (‖·‖0X/S)2n)2
)
= pi∗
[
Td
(
ω−1X/S, (‖·‖ω,0X/S)−2
)
c1(ξ, h
ξ)ch
(
ωX/S(D)
n, (‖·‖0X/S)2n
)
− Td(ω−1X/S, (‖·‖ω,cmpX/S )−2)c1(ξ, hξ)ch(ωX/S(D)n, (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n)][4].
(4.18)
Now, since the norms‖·‖ω,0X/S ,‖·‖ω,cmpX/S and‖·‖0X/S ,‖·‖cmpX/S coincide away from ∪V ′i , and over ∪V ′i
they vary only in the horizontal direction, we deduce that[
Td
(
ω−1X/S, (‖·‖ω,0X/S)−2
)
ch
(
ωX/S(D)
n, (‖·‖0X/S)2n
)
− Td(ω−1X/S, (‖·‖ω,cmpX/S )−2)ch(ωX/S(D)n, (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n)][4] = 0. (4.19)
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Thus, by (4.19), we can interpret c1(ξ, hξ) in the right-hand side of (4.18) as the Chern form
ch(ξ, hξ). By Poincare´-Lelong formula and (1.10), we deduce that
Td
(
ω−1X/S, (‖·‖ω,0X/S)−2
)[2]
= Td
(
ωX/S(D)
−1, (‖·‖0X/S)−2
)[2]
+ δDX/S/2. (4.20)
Now, by Theorem 4.7 applied for ξ := ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n, hξ := hξ ⊗ (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n and the metric gTXtcmp ,
t ∈ U induced by‖·‖ω,cmpX/S , (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20), we deduce Theorem D in Assumption S1.
Let’s treat Assumption S2. First of all, from Proposition 3.1, the current (1.11) has log-log
growth along ∆. Also, since (1.11) is a pushforward of a closed current, it is a d-closed current
over S \ |∆|. By Lemma 4.1, the L1-trivial extension of this current is also d-closed. Thus, by
Theorem C2 and Proposition 4.3, we see that it is enough to prove Theorem D over S \ |∆| without
the boundary term δ∆.
Now, as before, the statement is local over the base. So, for any t0 ∈ S \ |∆|, it is enough to
prove (1.12) in some neighbourhood U ⊂ S \ |∆| of t0.
Trivially, (4.17) still holds over U under Assumption S2 over U . Similarly (4.18) also continues
to hold overU . Thus, by (4.17)-(4.20), we deduce that it is enough to prove Theorem D for‖·‖ω,cmpX/S ,
‖·‖cmpX/S in place of‖·‖ωX/S ,‖·‖X/S . However, by Theorem 4.7 (in the current situation it reduces to
the special case of the curvature theorem of Bismut-Gillet-Soule´ [10, Theorem 1.9]), we get
c1
(
λ
(
j∗(ξ ⊗ ωX/S(D)n)
)
,‖·‖Q (gTXtcmp , hξ ⊗ (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n)2
)
= −pi∗
[
Td
(
ω−1X/S, (‖·‖ω,cmpX/S )−2
)
ch(ξ, hξ)ch
(
ωX/S(D)
n, (‖·‖cmpX/S)2n
)][4]
, (4.21)
which finishes the proof of Theorem D under Assumption S2.
Proof of Corollary 1.8. Fix local holomorphic frames υ, υ1, . . . , υm of Ln, σ∗1ξ, . . . , σ
∗
mξ respec-
tively. We denote
G :=
( ‖υ‖Ln )2 · hdet ξ(υ1, υ1)6 · . . . · hdet ξ(υm, υm)6, (4.22)
where hdet ξ is the metric on the line bundle det ξ, induced by hξ. Then by Theorems C2, D and
(1.8), we have the identity
∂∂ ln(G)
2pi
√−1 = −12pi∗
[
Td(ωX/S(D)
−1,‖·‖−2X/S)ch(ξ, hξ)ch(ωX/S(D)n,‖·‖2nX/S)
]
. (4.23)
However, by Theorem C3, the function G is continuous, which finishes the proof by (4.23).
Proof of Corollary 1.9. It follows from Theorem C3, (4.22), (4.23) and the regularity theory of
elliptic partial differential equations (cf. [23, Corollary 8.11]).
5 Applications to the moduli space of stable pointed curves
In this section we apply the results of Sections 3, 4 to study the Hodge line bundle on the moduli
space of pointed curves. This section is organized as follows: in Section 5.1, we recall the local
description of the moduli space M g,m of m-pointed stable curves of genus g and of the universal
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projection map Ω : C g,m → M g,m. Then we recall the definition of the Weil-Petersson metric
with Wolpert theorem, expressing it as a push-out of Chern forms under the universal projection
map. In Section 5.2 we recall the pinching expansion of the hyperbolic metric. From this, we see
that the twisted canonical line bundle ωg,m(D) over C g,m (see (1.13)) satisfies Assumptions S2,
S3. Then we prove Corollaries 1.11, 1.12, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18.
5.1 Orbifold structure ofM g,m and C g,m
We follow closely the expositions of Wolpert [45], and we use the notation from Section 1.
We fix M := (M,DM) ∈ Mg,m. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group of type (g,m) such that M :=
M \ DM is isomorphic to the quotient Γ \ H of the hyperbolic space. Recall that the space of
Beltrami differentialsH1(M,T 1,0M⊗OM(−DM)) with the obvious action by the automorphisms
group Aut(M) gives a local chart forMg,m in the following way. We take [ν0] ∈ H1(M,T 1,0M ⊗
OM(−DM)). By locally resolving ∂-equation around the cusps, we may choose a representative
ν ∈ C∞(M,ωM ⊗ T 1,0M ⊗ OM(−DM)) in the class [ν0], which has compact support in M :=
M \ DM . Denote by νH the pull-back of ν on H. By a theorem of Ahlfors [1, Theorem V.5], if
|ν|C 0 < 1, then the Beltrami equation{
∂f ν(z) = νH(z)∂f
ν(z), for z ∈ H,
∂f ν(z) = νH(z)∂f
ν(z), for z ∈ C \H, (5.1)
has a unique solution in the class of diffeomorphisms of C∪ {∞}, fixing 0, 1,∞ ∈ C∪ {∞}. We
denote
Γν := f νΓ(f ν)−1, (5.2)
then, classically (cf. [1, p. 69]), Γν is the Fuchsian group of type (g,m), and f ν defines a diffeo-
morphism
f˜ ν : Γ \H→ Γν \H, (5.3)
which is holomorphic if and only if [ν0] = 0.
Now, we choose ν1, . . . , νN ∈ C∞c (M,ωM ⊗ T 1,0M ⊗ OM(−DM)) such that the associated
cohomology classes form a basis in H1(M,T 1,0M ⊗ OM(−DM)). Let c > 0 be small enough.
For s = (s1, . . . , sN) ∈ D(c)N , we denote
ν(s) :=
∑
siνi. (5.4)
Now, let (Uα, zα) be an atlas ofM . ThenWα := (f˜ ν(s)◦zα, s) is a chart mappingUα×D(c)N →
CN+1. This defines a holomorphic atlas onX0 := ∪s∈S(Γν(s)\H), for which the obvious projection
pi0 : X0 → D(c)N is a holomorphic submersion of codimension 1 (cf. [45, §2.4.C]). Now, since the
sections ν1, . . . , νN have compact support in M , by (5.1), the local coordinate zMi of M , centered
at PMi ∈ DM extends to a holomorphic function zi : U ⊂ X0 → D∗(), for some  > 0 and open
neighbourhood U of PMi . Thus, the conformal completion of D
∗() induces the compactification
X of X0 such that X \ X0 = ∪mi=1 Im(σi) for some non-intersecting holomorphic functions σi :
D(c)N → X . Also, trivially, the action of Aut(M) over H1(M,T 1,0M ⊗OM(−DM)) induces the
action on X , which preserves σ1, . . . , σm.
By Serre duality, for M := (M,DM) ∈Mg,m, we have the isomorphism
H1(M,T 1,0M ⊗ OM(−DM)) ' H0(M,ω2M ⊗ OM(DM)). (5.5)
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By the uniformization theorem, there is the unique hyperbolic metric gTMhyp of constant scalar
curvature −1 over M with cusps at DM . We endow the space H0(M,ω2M ⊗ OM(DM)) ⊂
C∞(M,ω2
M
⊗ OM(DM)) with the L2-scalar product from (2.17). This defines the Ka¨hler metric
on M g,m, which is called the Weil-Petersson metric. The Weil-Petersson form, which we denote
by ωWP , is the Ka¨hler form associated with the Weil-Petersson metric.
By the uniformization theorem, the relative canonical line bundle ωg,m of Ω can be endowed
with the Hermitian metric‖·‖ω,hypg,m over Cg,m in such a way that the restriction of this metric over
each fiber induces the hyperbolic Ka¨hler metric of constant scalar curvature −1 on the fibers. By
Teichmu¨ller theory, this metric is smooth over Cg,m. Let Dg,m be the divisor in C g,m, which is
formed by the fixed points of the fibers. We endow the twisted canonical line bundle ωg,m(D) (cf.
(1.13)) with the induced norm‖·‖hypg,m as in Construction 1.1. The following interpretation of ωWP
lies in the core of our applications.
Theorem 5.1 (Wolpert [44, Corollary 5.11], (cf. [21, Corollary 5.2.2])). The following identity of
smooth forms overMg,m holds:
ωWP = pi
2Ω∗
[
c1
(
ωg,m(D),‖·‖hypg,m
)2][4]
. (5.6)
Now, to describe the local structure of M g,m, C g,m near the boundary, we describe the defor-
mations of a pointed complex curve
(R,DR) ∈ ∂Mg,m, DR ⊂ R, #DR <∞ (5.7)
with double-point singularities ΣR = {q1, . . . , ql} ⊂ R, ΣR ∩DR = ∅.
We writeR \ΣR = ∪ki=1Ri, for some open Riemann surfaces Ri. Then DR induces the marked
points D0Ri on Ri. We compactify each Ri to Ri by filling the created punctures, appearing after
deletion of the nodes, and denote
R0 = R \ (ΣR ∪DR), DRi := D0Ri ∪ (Ri \Ri). (5.8)
Suppose that for any i = 1, . . . , k, the marked surfaces (Ri, DRi) are stable. We describe small
deformations of (R,DR) in terms of small deformations of (Ri, DRi) and so-called plumbing con-
struction, which we are going to describe now.
For every j = 1, . . . , l, the complex curve R \ {qj}, has a couple of punctures {aj, bj} at the
place of qj . For the punctures qj , we consider
1. A neighbourhoodAj of the puncture aj , biholomorphic to a punctured disc. We denote by Uj
the conformal completion of Aj , obtained by formally adding aj . Then Uj is biholomorphic
to an open disc. Let Fj : Uj → C be a holomorphic coordinate mapping with Fj(aj) = 0;
2. Similarly, a neighbourhood Bj of the puncture bj , its conformal completion Vj and a coordi-
nate mapping Gj : Vj → C satisfying Gj(bj) = 0;
3. A small complex parameter tj ∈ C.
We suppose that the sets Aj and Bj are mutually disjoint for j = 1, . . . , l, and they are disjoint
from DR. Let c > 0 be such that D(c) ⊂ C is contained in Im(Fj), Im(Gj), for all j. Assume that
|tj| < c2, for all j. We denote t = (t1, . . . , tl) ∈ D(c2)l. For d = (d1, . . . , dl) ∈ D(c)l, we note
Rd,∗ = R0 \ ∪lj=1
({|Fj| ≤ |dj|} ∪ {|Gj| ≤ |dj|}). (5.9)
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Consider the equivalence relation on points of Rt/c,∗ generated by: p ∼ q if there exists j =
1, . . . , l, such that |tj|/c ≤ |Fj(p)| ≤ c, |tj|/c ≤ |Gj(q)| ≤ c and Fj(p)Gj(q) = tj . Form the
identification space Rt = Rt/c,∗/ ∼. By the construction, DR induces the set of points DRt on
Rt. We say that the compact pointed complex curve (Rt, DRt) is the plumbing construction for
(R,DR) associated with the plumbing data {(Uj, Vj, Fj, Gj, tj)}j . Trivially, we see that a set
X := ∪t∈D(c2)lRt can be endowed with a structure of a complex manifold, for which pi : X →
D(c2)l is a proper holomorphic map of codimension 1.
Now let’s present a construction which combines the deformations using Beltrami differentials
and the plumbing families.
Construction 5.2. Let (R,DR), ΣR, (Ri, DRi), i = 1, . . . , k be as in (5.7), (5.8). Choose a plumb-
ing data {(Uj, Vj, Fj, Gj, tj)}j . Observe that one can take Uj, Vj so small so that there are Beltrami
differentials ν1, . . . , νN such that each of them is compactly supported in exactly one connected
component of R \ ∪j(Uj ∪ Vj) and the associated cohomology classes [ν1], . . . , [νN ] form a basis
in ⊕ki=1H1(Ri, T 1,0Ri ⊗ORi(−DRi)). To simplify the exposition, we suppose that k = 1, i.e. that
R0 is connected. Let ν(s), s ∈ D(c)N be defined as in (5.4) for c small enough.
Let Γ be a Fuchsian group such that R0 is isomorphic to the quotient Γ \ H. We write Γs :=
f ν(s)Γ(f ν(s))−1 for f ν(s) as in (5.1) and define a Riemann surface R0s := Γ
s \ H. Observe that
since the support of ν(s) is contained in R \ ∪j(Uj ∪ Vj), by (5.1),the coordinates Fj, Gj induce
holomorphic charts on R0s . We can complete R
0
s by adding points representing {Fj = 0} and
{Gj = 0}. By identifying those pairs of points, we get a compact complex curve Rs. The set of
singular points of Rs is in the obvious bijection with ΣR. Now, again by the fact that the support
of ν(s) is contained in R \ (∪j(Uj ∪ Vj)), the plumbing data {(Uj, Vj, Fj, Gj, tj)}j on R induces
the plumbing data on Rs. Thus, for t ∈ D(c)l, we form a complex curve Rs,t.
Proposition 5.3 (Wolpert [45, p. 434]). Construction 5.2 has the following properties:
a) The complex parameters (s, t) in S := D(c)N+l are local coordinates for local manifold
covers ofM g,m in a neighbourhood of a point defined by (R,DR). The divisor of singular curves
∆ is given by {zN+1 = 0}+ · · ·+ {zN+l = 0}, thus, has normal crossings.
b) The set X := ∪(s,t)∈SRs,t can be endowed with a structure of a complex manifold such that
the projection pi : X → S is a f.s.o.
c) The fixed points DR induce the holomorphic sections σ1, . . . , σm : S → X . Then
(pi, σ1, . . . , σm) provides a description for local manifold covers of Ω : C g,m →M g,m.
5.2 Pinching expansion and proof of Corollaries 1.11, 1.12, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18
In this section we will explain why the hyperbolic metric over the universal curve satisfies As-
sumptions S2, S3. For this, we recall the pinching expansion of the hyperbolic metric. Then we
establish Corollaries 1.11, 1.12, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18.
Pinching expansion describes the behaviour of the hyperbolic metric near the boundary of the
universal curve. It compares the hyperbolic metric with so-called grafted metric, which is more
accessible for analysis. We follow closely the description of Wolpert [45].
Let (R,DR), R0, ΣR, (Ri, DRi), i = 1, . . . , k be as in Section 5.1. Let {(Uj, Vj, Fj, Gj, tj)}j
be a plumbing data for R. Consider the plumbing construction Rs,t, (s, t) ∈ S := D(c)N+l,
c > 0. The grafted metric is built from the hyperbolic metric on R0 and the hyperbolic metric on
a cylinder, see (5.16), (5.18). Let’s describe this construction more precisely.
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Let gTR0hyp be the hyperbolic metric of constant scalar curvature−1 with cusps on ∪ki=1(Ri, DRi).
Let uj , vj , j = 1, . . . , l be some Poincare´-compatible coordinates around ∪ki=1DRi with respect to
gTR
0 . We denote
αj =
∣∣(Fj ◦ u−1j )′(0)∣∣−1, βj = ∣∣(Gj ◦ v−1j )′(0)∣∣−1. (5.10)
We renormalize the coordinates
fj = αjFj, gj = βjGj, τj := αjβjtj. (5.11)
Trivially from Section 5.1, the plumbing construction for (Uj, Vj, Fj, Gj, tj) coincides with the
plumbing construction for (Uj, Vj, fj, gj, τj).
Let ν1,0 : R0 → [0, 1], ν2 : R→ [0, 1] be smooth functions, satisfying
ν1,0(x) =
{
1, for x ∈ R(1+δ)c,∗,
0, for x ∈ R0 \R(1−δ)c,∗. (5.12)
ν2(w) =
{
0, for w < 1/2− 2δ,
1, for w > 1/2 + 2δ.
(5.13)
Since the function ν1,0 is zero in the pinching collar, it induces the functions ν1,s,t : Rs,t → [0, 1],
(s, t) ∈ D(c)N+l by zero away from R(1−δ)c,∗.
Let 0 < c, δ < 1 be some small real constants. Since f ′j(0), g
′
j(0) = 1, the inner boundary of
annuli {c < |fj| < 2c}, {c < |gj| < 2c} are approximately {uj = c} and {vj = c} respectively.
We suppose that c > 0 is chosen in such a way that the metric gTR0 is induced by
√−1dujduj
|uj log |uj|2|2 , over
{|fj| < 2c},
√−1dvjdvj
|vj log |vj|2|2 , over
{|gj| < 2c}. (5.14)
We denote by gCylj,1 the metric over the set (see (5.11)){|τj|1/2+2δ < |fj| < e2δc} = {e−2δ|τj|/c < |gj| < |τj|1/2−2δ}, (5.15)
induced by the Ka¨hler form(
pi
|uj| log |τj|
(
sin
pi log |uj|
log |τj|
)−1)2√−1dujduj. (5.16)
Similarly, we denote by gCylj,2 the metric over the set (see (5.11)){|τj|1/2+2δ < |gj| < e2δc} = {e−2δ|τj|/c < |fj| < |τj|1/2−2δ}, (5.17)
induced by the Ka¨hler form(
pi
|vj| log |τj|
(
sin
pi log |vj|
log |τj|
)−1)2√−1dvjdvj. (5.18)
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E A B C D C' A'B' E'
Z X Y X' Z'
Figure 1: The grafted metric. Over the regions E,E ′, the metric gTRs,tgft is isometric to g
TR0
hyp . Over
the regions A, A′ the metric gTRs,tgft is Poincare´-compatible with uj and vj respectively (see (2.2)).
Over the regions B, B′ the metric gTRs,tgft is a geometric interpolation between the Poincare´ met-
ric and (5.16), (5.18) respectively. Over the regions C, C ′ the metric gTRs,tgft is given by (5.16)
and (5.18) respectively. Finally, over the region D, the metric gTRs,tgft is a geometric interpolation
between (5.16) and (5.18). The dashed lines represent that the boundary of the region, given by
the conditions {|fj| = const}, {|gj| = const}, and filled lines represent the boundary given by
{|uj| = const}, {|vj| = const}.
The grafted metric gTRs,tgft is given by
g
TRs,t
gft =
(
gCylj,1 (g
Cyl
j,2 /g
Cyl
j,1 )
ν2(log |fj |/ log |τj |))1−ν1,s,t(gTR0hyp )ν1,s,t . (5.19)
Remark 5.4. If fj = uj and gj = vj , then since ujvj = τj , the metrics g
Cyl
j,2 , g
Cyl
j,1 coincide over the
set {|τj|1/2+2δ < |fj| < |τj|1/2−2δ}, and the formula for gTRs,tgft becomes simpler. This corresponds
to the model grafting in the terminology of Wolpert [45].
Let’s recall the pinching expansion of the hyperbolic metric. Let’s denote by gTRs,thyp the hyper-
bolic metric with cusps on (Rs,t, DRs,t). The following results was proved in the compact case by
Wolpert [45, Expansion 4.2] and in the non-compact case by Freixas [21, Theorem 4.3.1]:
Theorem 5.5 (The pinching expansion). For (s, t) ∈ S \ |∆|, we have
g
TRs,t
hyp = g
TRs,t
gfh
(
1 +
∑
O
(| log |tj||−2)), (5.20)
where the O-term is for the C∞ norm over Rs,t \DRs,t with respect to gTRs,thyp .
The metrics gTRs,thyp induce the Hermitian norm‖·‖ω,hypg,m on ωg,m over Cg,m \Dg,m from Section
5.1. By Teichmu¨ller theory, the norm‖·‖ω,hypg,m is smooth over Cg,m \Dg,m. We denote by‖·‖hypg,m the
induced norm on ωg,m(D). We denote by Σg,m the set on double points singularities in C g,m. Then
Proposition 5.6. The hyperbolic metric‖·‖hypg,m satisfies Assumptions S2 and S3.
Proof. We recall that the goodness and continuity of the hyperbolic metric was proved for compact
surfaces by Wolpert in [45, Theorem 5.8] and for non-compact by Freixas in [21, Theorem 4.0.1].
By [12, Lemma 4.26], any good line bundle is pre-log-log. Thus, Assumption S2 is satisfied by
‖·‖hypX/S .
By Proposition 5.3c), it is enough to prove that f.s.c. (pi : X → S;σ1, . . . , σm;‖·‖hypX/S) from
Construction 5.2 satisfies Assumptions S3.
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First of all, since the metric‖·‖hypX/S has constant scalar curvature −1, we see that the coupling
of c1(ωX/S(D), (‖·‖hypX/S)2) with two vertical vector fields is expressed through the coupling of the
fiberwise volume form. By the continuity and goodness of‖·‖hypX/S , we deduce that the coupling of
c1(ωX/S(D), (‖·‖hypX/S)2) with smooth vertical vector fields is continuous over X \ (ΣX/S ∪ |DX/S|)
and has log-log growth on X \ ΣX/S with singularities along |DX/S|.
Now let’s prove the fact that‖·‖hypX/S has log-log growth with singularities along ΣX/S ∪ |DX/S|.
First of all, by Theorem 5.5, it is enough to prove so for the Hermitian norm ‖·‖gftX/S induced by
g
TRs,t
gft on ωX/S(D). Trivially, we have
2
pi
x ≤ sin(x) ≤ x, for x ∈ [0, pi/2]. (5.21)
We fix C > 0 such that over D(2c), we have the inequalities
‖fj ◦ u−1j ‖C 1 < C, ‖gj ◦ v−1j ‖C 1 < C, (5.22)
are satisfied. Then by the identity fjgj = τj and (5.22), we deduce that there is C1 > 0 such that∣∣∣ log |τj| − log |uj| − log |vj|∣∣∣ ≤ C1. (5.23)
By (5.16), (5.18), (5.21), (5.22) and (5.23), we deduce that there is C2 > 0 such that
∥∥duj/uj∥∥gftX/S ≤
{
C2| log |uj||, over
{|τj|1/2 < |gj| < e2δc},
C2| log |vj||, over
{|τj|1/2 < |fj| < e2δc}, (5.24)
which implies by (2.13) that‖·‖gftX/S has log-log growth with singularities along ΣX/S∪|DX/S|.
Now let’s explain some applications of Sections 3, 4. But before we drag the attention of the
reader to the fact thatM g,m is an orbifold. However, since all the theorems of this article are local,
they can be applied in an orbifold chart, and the final statements continues to hold for families of
complex curves over an orbifold.
Proof of Corollaries 1.11, 1.12. It follows directly from Theorems C, D and Proposition 5.6.
Proof of Corollary 1.14. It follows from Theorem 5.1, Corollary 1.8 and Proposition 5.6.
Proof of Corollary 1.16. The decomposition (1.17) follows directly from Theorems C2, 5.1, Propo-
sition 5.6 and (2.32). Now let’s prove the identity (1.19). From (1.17), it is enough to prove that
for N := 3g − 3 +m and any i = 1, . . . , N , we have∫
Mg,m
αN−i(dβ)i = 0. (5.25)
Since dβ has log-log growth and α is smooth, we have∫
Mg,m
αN−i(dβ)i = lim
→0
∫
Mg,m\B(∂Mg,m,)
αN−i(dβ)i, (5.26)
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where B(∂Mg,m, ) is an -tubular neighbourhood of ∂Mg,m inM g,m. By Stokes theorem∫
Mg,m\B(∂Mg,m,)
αN−i(dβ)i
=
∫
Mg,m\B(∂Mg,m,)
d
(
βαN−i(dβ)i−1
)
=
∫
∂B(∂Mg,m,)
βαN−i(dβ)i−1. (5.27)
Trivially, for any k ∈ N, p ∈ N, we have the following identity
lim
→0
∫
|z0|=
|z1|,...,|zk|=
log | log |z0||p|dz0|
|z0 log |z0||
k∏
i=1
√−1 log | log |zi||pdzidzi
|zi log |zi||2 = 0 (5.28)
As β, dβ have log-log growth and α is smooth, similarly to [37, Proposition 1.2], by (5.28):
lim
→0
∫
∂B(∂Mg,m,)
βαN−i(dβ)i−1 = 0 (5.29)
From (5.26), (5.27) and (5.29), we deduce (5.25).
Proof of Corollary 1.18. As it was proved by Deligne in [14, Proposition 8.5] for m = 0, and
Freixas in [21, Theorem 5.1.3, Corollary 5.1.4] for m ∈ N, the Hermitian norm ‖·‖Delg,m on the
Deligne-Weil product 〈ωg,m(D), ωg,m(D)〉 is smooth overMg,m, and we have
c1
(
〈ωg,m(D), ωg,m(D)〉,
(‖·‖Delg,m )2) = pi−2ωWP . (5.30)
By another result of Freixas, [21, Theorem 5.1.3], the Hermitian norm‖·‖Delg,m on the Deligne-Weil
product 〈ωg,m(D), ωg,m(D)〉 is nice overM g,m, with singularities along ∂Mg,m. Thus, by Remark
1.4, the first Chern form is well-defined as a current, and from Proposition 4.3, (5.30), we have the
following identity of currents overM g,m
c1
(
〈ωg,m(D), ωg,m(D)〉,
(‖·‖Delg,m )2) = pi−2[ωWP ]L1 . (5.31)
By Corollary 1.12 and (5.31), the norm of the isomorphism (1.20) is a pluriharmonic function over
M g,m. AsM g,m is compact, we deduce that it is a constant, which finishes the proof.
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